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ABSTRACT

KOCH, Joseph P. The Depiction of African Americans in Popular High School United
States History Textbooks Published in the Periods 1968-1971 and Their Revised Editions
Published in 1990-1995. Masters of Education - Professional Development, 1997.
101 pp. (Dr. Kent Koppelman).

The purpose of this study was to compare the depictions of African-Americans in

U.S. History textbooks in the years 1968-1971 with the revised textbooks from the same

publishers published between 1990-1995. A total of seven U.S. History textbooks were

used in this study and were selected by their 1995 publishing rank order. Four textbooks

were used for a comparative analysis and were examined page by page. Two textbooks

were surveyed for additional information. A seventh textbook was used as a multicultural

model and compared with the three revised texts.

Eleven historical topics were evaluated in each of the textbooks. Topics and

subcategories emerged during the content analysis of the initial textbooks. The author

assigned an estimation of the number of paragraphs assigned to each topic. The revised

texts dedicated more information to the history of African-Americans and the information

tended to take account of African-Americans perspectives. Conclusions concerning areas

of strength in each of the revised textbooks were given.
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CHAPTER I

Overview of the Study

Introduction

The textbook has been the traditional means of developing the learning process

between teachers and students (Loewen, 1995). A 1962 National Education Association

study, Principals Look at the Schools: A Status Study of Selected Instructional Practices,

noted that textbooks were the immediate learning stimulus in the schools that were

surveyed. In a 1974 study, John Goodlad found that school district guides and textbooks

were major sources of teacher curriculum. In addition, from first grade through college,

textbooks that were used were "standard" textbooks, meaning that the textbooks generally

had the same information, but were simply re-issued. Loewen (1995) declared that the

textbook was still the source for most information and instruction in classrooms.

Due to the emphasis placed on textbooks by most teachers today, a study of what

information is contained within United States history textbooks is imperative. A review of

how many times particular person in United States history is mentioned in various

textbooks is inadequate. A more in-depth search of what connotations the textbooks have

for particular historical events and people is needed.

The focus of this study was the depiction of African-Americans in United States

history textbooks. This study of African-Americans in textbooks is warranted due to the

fact that African-Americans are the largest minority group in the United States. Further,

African-Americans were the leaders of the Civil Rights of the 1950s through 1970s. Linda

Brown, an African-American woman, helped desegregate public schools through the

American legal system. Additional examples of how African-Americans contributed to the
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growth of the nation are abundant. Yet, some African-American students do not know the

contributions initiated by African-American people. Loewen (1995) noted that the African

American students he interviewed believed that the reason why reconstruction failed was

due to the failure of African-Americans, who they believed had control of Southern state

legislators and in Congress. In reality, African-Americans held only a few seats in

Congress or in state legislators and the failure of reconstruction was due to failure of the

federal government to support reconstruction aims. The misconceptions held by these

African-American students is due to the depiction of African-Americans in current United

States textbooks (Loewen, 1995).

The purpose of this study is to examine United States history textbooks across a

period of time to see how depiction of African-Americans have changed, if they indeed

have. United States history textbooks used in 1970 are first examined. The year 1970 was

chosen because this allows sufficient time for change mandated by the Brown decision

(1954) handed down by the United States Supreme Court which ended segregation. The

late 1960s and early 1970s were also a time of great social change and change in education

and textbook content. An analysis of the textbook content would allow for speculation on

how effective social reforms were. These textbooks are compared and contrasted with

current textbooks to see what current depiction of African-Americans are. Of question is

whether the reforms in content in 1970 had been reversed or if the movement for a more

positive depiction of African-Americans continued.

Statement of the Problem

What is the depiction of African-Americans in United States history textbooks used

in secondary social studies textbooks during a period of time when public schools were

supposed to be desegregated versus today? This study attempted to answer these questions

through a study of six United States history textbooks and a review of research pertaining



to textbooks. The researchers reviewed 10 historical topics particularly related to the

African-American perspective throughout these textbooks.

The specific questions that this study attempts to answer is: (l) What are the

depiction of African-Americans is United States history textbooks? Do these depictions

reflect a biased view? Are they from an African-American perspective? and (2) How does

the perspective of African-Americans in 1970 during a period of social change compare to

today when we experienced significant educational change in the aftermath of various

reports calling for reform beginning with "A Nation at Risk."

Assumptions

For the purpose of this study, the following assumptions were made:

I. The literature reviewed is sufficient to give an understanding of trends in textbook

usage.

2. The number of textbooks used in the study was adequate to give a fair representation of

the content of textbooks in 1970 and 1995.

3. The approach used by the author was adequate to give a measurement of the content of

the textbook and any biases within the textbook.

Limitations

This study was subject to the following limitations:

I. U.S. history textbooks used were written for the secondary level.

2. Three textbooks from each year were used, due to the fact that only a few US. history

textbooks dominate usage at the secondary level.

3. Books and periodicals that were surveyed were selected through the ERIC data base

from the years 1990 through 1996, Educational Index, and other related reference books.

3
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4. There were relatively few sources that pertained to depiction of African-Americans in

U.S. history textbooks.

Definitions of Terms

AFRICAN AMERICANS: People from Africa that are living in the United States.

BIAS: Any aspect of instructional materials considered within the larger context in which it

appears might reasonably be assumed to create or reinforce in a student:

I. a prejudice against a group of people

2. a stereotype of a group of people

3. an erroneous representation or nonrepresentation of a group of people

CULTURAL RACISM: The imposition of one race's culture in such a way to withhold

respect for, to demean or to destroy the cultures of others race.

DISCRIMINATION: Actions or practices carried out by members of dominant groups, or

their representatives which have differential and negative impact on subordinate groups.

DISTORTIONS: Slanting presentation of facts which create inaccuracy in the facts.

ETHNIC PERSPECTIVE: Consideration of information exclusively from one group's

values, customs, and beliefs.

OMISSIONS: Excluding information that is pertinent to a complete understanding of a

topic.

STEREOTYPE: An idea about a group of people that is applied to all individuals regardless

of individually different attitudes, actions, and behavior.



CHAPTER II

Review Of Literature

Introduction

According to the American Textbook Council (I 994), textbooks are the

foundation of teacher's lesson plans and the primary source for information in

contemporary American public secondary schools. An historical overview of how history

textbooks have been used in schools could provide guidance on what historical

information has been provided to secondary students in public schools. For the purpose of

this study, United States history textbooks from two different time periods were

examined to discern how African-Americans were depicted and to ascertain what kind of

information pertaining to African-Americans was provided in these U.S. history·

textbooks.

Historical Perspective

Elliot and Woodward (1990) found two main periods of the growth of the number of

textbooks.The first was in 16th and 17th century Europe when technology allowed for an

increase in the number oftexts that could be printed. In this time period the modern text

was developed, including pictures and layouts, largely through the work of John Amos

5
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Comenius. However, textbook usage was not widespread in this period as most

classrooms consisted ofa small collection of textbooks and books that students brought

in.

Elliot and Woodward also identified the second period of textbook development

in the 19th century as an important period because that is when texts became the basic

instrument for the organization ofcurricula and teaching in the national school systems.

In 19th century America, there was an expansion in the number ofelementary and

secondary schools due to passage ofcompulsory attendance laws. Teachers needed a

way to standardize instruction and test student achievement. One standard textbook in

the classroom was the easiest way to standardize instruction. In the 19th century, there

were few governmental controls on textbook publishers who therefore developed

practical, easy to read texts in order to sell many of them. This practice led to curriculum

uniformity after the Civil War because just a few main texts dominated in schools, a trend

that continues today.

Textbooks in the Classroom

Research data support the idea that teachers rely on textbooks. Elliot and

Woodward provide data to prove significant teacher reliance on textbooks which they

state has been evident since 1913. A 1952 study found that 79% instruction in U.S.

history classes was from textbooks (Squire, 1992). A 1976 survey by the Educational

Products Information Exchange Institute (EPIE) found that 67% of instruction was based
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on commercially based instructional materials and 22% based on nonprint materials

(Squire, 1992). In 1994, The American Textbook Council noted that 70 to 90% of

classroom teaching in history and civics was textbook-based.

In a 1993 study, Britton, Woodward and Binkley discovered that neophyte

teachers used textbooks more than experienced teachers. Elliot and Woodward had found

similar results after completing a survey of 539 lesson plans. They found that 27.3% of

first year teachers relied on recital of textbooks during instruction. Teachers with two to

five years experience used texts in recital 16% of the time. The percentage dropped to

I1.7% for teachers with five years or more experience. These studies demonstrate that

dependence on textbooks varies from teacher to teacher, but texts are still the dominant

means of instruction.

Teachers rely on textbooks for a variety ofreasons. Evidence from the I970s

through the 1980s suggests that teachers were expected by administrators to use basal

readers and lesson plans found in teacher's guides (Britton, Woodward, and Binkley,

1993). Elliot and Woodward found that some teachers believe texts have content and

expertise that is scientifically based and fill a teacher knowledge gap. According to

Sosniak (1992), some teachers believe textbooks are a time saver and can help minimize

planning time and have a high amount of information. Sosniak also noted that some

teachers think they are fulfilling administrative expectations by following the textbooks.

For history teachers, textbooks offer security as they are usually written in the familiar

pattern ofchronological order (American Textbook Council, 1994). Textbooks generally
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have teacher approval according to a 1994 National Assessment Educational Progress

(NAEP) survey which found that 90% of teachers were satisfied with their instructional

materials.

According to a number ofresearchers, textbooks are generally chosen from a

small number of textbook publishers. Squire (1992) found that consolidation of

publishers have led to five textbook leaders in the market. These publishers include

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Simon and Schuster, Houghton-Mifflin, MacMilIian, and

McGraw-HilI. Even though annual printings ofhistory textbooks are in the six figure

range, there are a relatively small number of texts being used. Two multi-grade Social

Studies textbooks now dominate the textbook market at the elementary level. At the

junior high and high school level, 10 to 15 American and World history textbooks

dominate the textbook market and at the secondary level textbooks usually involve a

single volume text with supplementary material (American Textbook Council, 1994). The

annotated teacher's guide which are supplied with the textbooks are the basis for teacher

instruction for many teachers. The American Textbook Council (1994) notes that this

annotated teacher's guide is especially critical to any teacher teaching under the ninth

grade.

Depictions of African-Americans

Britton, Woodward, and Binkey (1993) identified the relatively recent move

towards multiculturalism as creating debate over the content in textbooks. One fierce
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debate was the Houghton Mifflin series used in elementary social studies classes in

California. Prior to the mid-1960s, little attention was paid to African-Americans in

textbooks. However, opposition to textbook's depictions of African-Americans was

evident before the 1960s (Cooper, 1979). W.E.B. DuBois in 1935 attacked texts in BlaJ;k

Reconstruction by analyzing textbooks that were in use at that time. In 1938, Charles

Edward Russell attacked the racism evident in textbooks in front of the 29th Conference

of the NAACP. The next year the NAACP published The Anti-Negro Proposal in School

Thm which again demonstrated the racism evident in textbooks (Cooper, 1979).

Cooper (1979) reported that the period following World War II included efforts to

combat racism in the U.S. as a reaction to the obvious spread of racism done by Adolf

Hitler. The accusation of racism in U.S. textbooks led to guides aimed at mitigating the

racism permeating texts which were published by the U.S. Department of Education. The

intergroup movement in education, which began in the World War II Era, also helped

improve sensitivity toward minority issues (Banks, 1992). Increased attention toward

depiction of African-Americans was evident by a survey of texts at the secondary level

conducted by the American Council of Education in 1949 (Cooper, 1979).

Much of the progress made in the World War II era, including the intergroup

movement, was reversed by McCarthyism in the 1950s (Banks, 1992). A survey of texts

completed by John Hope Franklin in 1959 concluded that African-Americans were given

.their rightful place in history according to the U.S. history textbooks he had analyzed.

Others disagreed with Franklin's position. A 1961 study by the Anti-Defamation League
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entitled The Treatment of Minorities in Secondary School Textbooks argued that only a

few textbooks were realistic in their portrayal of African-Americans (Cooper, 1979).

The I960s was a period when more attention was paid to the depictions of

African-American in textbooks (Cooper 1979). The State Department of Education in

Missouri, Michigan, and California were leaders in the attempt to upgrade textbook

content and establish criteria for the adoption oftextbooks. Evaluations of textbooks by

these state departments found many textbooks used in their states reinforced ideas of

white superiority and black inferiority. Further, the information in these textbooks

ignored or isolated the experiences of African-Americans which left gaps in the

understanding oftheir struggle.

Publishers began to respond to political pressure by various groups of the 1960s,

including state departments ofeducation and large city boards ofeducation. Some

improvement in the depictions ofAfrican-American in school textbooks was noted by the

mid-1960s (Cooper, 1979). Elliot and Woodward (1993) noted that by the mid-I 960s

more non-Caucasians were appearing in texts although rarely in positions ofpower. The

African-American experience was portrayed more accurately than other minority groups,

but their representation was still a token response often involving merely pictures.

Romanowski (1994) found that U.S. history textbooks generally isolated discussions of

race and discrimination. This isolation was often accomplished by presenting a series of

objective facts which did not allow for any possibility ofcritical thinking in relation to

race and the African-American experience.
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Summaxy

Textbooks have been traditionally the basis of instruction for teachers in public

schools. Although the extent ofteacher reliance on these sources vary, most instruction is

based on textbooks. The reason for the reliance on commercially based instructional

materials may be due to time constraints, convenience, or administrative expectations. A

small number oftextbooks are published for secondary schools, this is especially evident

in history classrooms where approximately ten textbooks dominate the market. Textbook

analysts agree that the depiction ofAfrican-Americans in U.S. history textbooks has

changed through time resulting in more positive depictions since World War II. Despite

the improvements, most notably occurring in the 1960s, significant problems remain

concerning the depiction ofAfrican-Americanism U.S. history textbooks.



CHAPTERllI

Research Methodology

The purpose of this study was to compare the depictions of African-Americans in

U.S. History textbooks in the years 1968-71 with revised textbooks published between

1990-95. The study was designed to examine how these depictions changed as the older

texts were revised. Important historical events and periods were also analyzed and

evaluated in terms of the adequacy of the information pertaining to African-Americans.

Following the content analysis of the textbook, conclusions were developed pertaining to

the depiction of African-Americans in the textbooks.

The Topics

The study was designed to analyze a number of historical events involving African

Americans. A total of eleven historical topics were analyzed in United States history

textbooks ranging from the pre-colonial period to contemporary depictions of African

Americans. The topics included: (I) Early Deportation/Irnmigration of African-Americans

to the New World, (2) Slavery as an Institution, (3) The Politics of Slavery, (4) Resistance

to Slavery, (5) Free African American Before the Civil War, (6) Reconstruction and the

African-American Struggle for Citizenship, (7) The Post Reconstruction Period, (8) The

Populist and Progressive Era around the Turn of the Century, (9) Prosperity and

Depression, (10) Civil Rights Movement, (II) and Contemporary Issues for African

Americans.

Three U.S. history textbooks were analyzed from 1968-71 and four from 1990-95.

Looking at textbooks published in the late 1960s and early 1970s makes sense for a variety

12
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of reasons. In 1954, the Supreme Court case Brown versus Topeka ruled that

desegregation of schools must take place "with deliberate speed." Sixteen years would be a

reasonable time to expect significant improvements in desegregation as well as greater

sensitivity towards minorities in textbooks to occur. Social movements in the 1960s called

for greater recognition of minorities including African-Americans. State Departments of

Education found that textbooks were not giving African-Americans proper credit in history

and were attempting to change this. All of this awareness makes 1970 an appropriate date .

to examine the content textbooks being published at that time.

Examining selected textbooks published in 1990-1995 provided a perspective on

current depictions of African-Americans. A comparative analysis is important to note if the

content in the 1968-1971 textbooks is unchanged or if changes have occurred. This

comparative analysis will suggest how successful current educational trends like

"multiculturalism" have been.

The Textbooks

A total of seven U.S. history textbooks were used in this study and were

determined by availability and their 1995 publishing rank order. Exploring American

History ranked second, American Voices ranked fifth, Triumph of the American Nation

ranked seventh, and The American Pageant ranked second among advanced placement

textbooks in 1995. All of the earlier editions of these textbooks had the same title except for

Triumph of the American Nation which was previously called Rise of the American Nation.

Textbooks used for Comparative Analysis

Exploring American History. John R. O'Conner. New York: Globe Book
Company. 1968.
Exploring American History. John R. O'Conner. New York: Globe Book
Company. 1994.
Rise of the American Nation. Lewis Paul Todd and Merle Curti. New York:
Harcourt, Brace and World. 1968.
Triumph of the American Nation. Lewis Paul Todd and Merle Curti. New York:
Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich. 1990.
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Textbooks Surveyed

The American Pageant. Thomas A. Bailey. Lexington, MA: D.C. Heath and
Company. 1971.
The American Pageant. Thomas A. Bailey and David M. Kennedy. Lexington, MA:
D.C. Heath and Company. 1994.

Textbook used as a Multicultural Model

American Voices, Carol Berkin. Glenview, IL: Scott, Foresman, and Company.
1995.

Procedure

Three United States history textbooks were studied from the years, 1968-71 and

four from the years 1990-1995. Two textbooks from each period were analyzed page by

page, while a third textbook was surveyed through looking through the index and

analyzing the information. A fourth new text, American Voices, was examined due to its

reputation as an excellent textbook with regard to multicultural information.

This number of textbooks was deemed adequate because relatively few textbooks

dominate the United States history textbook market. The American Textbook Council

(ATe) was contacted in order to see which textbooks were published the most in 1995.

The textbooks were then selected from the list supplied by the American Textbook Council

according to their rank and the availability of an earlier edition published around 1970.

Many of the textbooks on the ATC list did not have editions dating back to 1970. An

advanced placement U.S. history textbook, The American Pageant. was selected because it

was one of only three textbooks that did have an earlier copyright to 1970.

The analysis of the textbooks occurred by reading the first textbook, Exploring

American History, and determining what eventually became eleven subjects. In subsequent

textbook analysis, each of the eleven subjects beginning with the deportation from Africa

was examined in each of the other textbooks. After examining the eleven subjects in the

earlier edition, the revised edition would be analyzed to see whether there were additions

or omissions made in the revised text.
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Analysis was conducted by a page-by-page search of the textbooks being evaluated.

The researcher would first look at chapter headings in order to identify chapters in which

the eleven subjects were most likely to be found. Next, headings and sub-headings would

be studied to see if there was information about African-Americans for each particular

subject. Other information, such as drawings, pictures, and graphs were used to identify

additional information in the textbook concerning the role of African-Americans in United

States history.

During content analysis of the initial textbook, subcategories began to emerge.

Information about the number of paragraphs and pages of print dedicated to each topic is

given for each of the four textbooks that were analyzed. Sometimes an estimation had to be

made about the amount of paragraphs dedicated to each topic due to information being

contained in different parts of the textbook and embedded in different paragraphs.

The advance placement text, The American Pageant. was surveyed for any

noteworthy additions or different language, but no paragraph estimation is given. A brief

survey of these books was useful because the four books that were analyzed had yielded

sufficient information. The multicultural book, American Voices, was analyzed page by

page and used as a comparative tool against the three revised texts.



CHAPTER IV

Presentation and Analysis of the Data

Description of Textbooks

A description of the textbooks that were analyzed in this study is presented in this

section.

1968 Exploring American History Text: 481 pages, Seven units, 94 chapters

Chapters averaged eight to ten subsections to organize the content and many

chapters included maps and graphs. Each chapter included the following sections: review,

understanding what you read, developing ideas and skills, and summing up. Each unit

included the following sections: additional books to read, extending your reading, and

using parts of the unit.

1968 Rise of the American Nation Text Volume One, 704 pages, Two parts, Five units,

19 chapters, 82 sections. Volume Two, 816 pages, Two parts, Seven units, 23 chapters,

90 sections.

The textbooks contained a "Section Survey", "Chapter Survey", and a "Unit

Survey" at the conclusion of each. The section survey consisted of questions about

material in the preceding section. The chapter survey consisted of points to discuss and

using maps. The unit survey consisted of outstanding events, then and now, individual

projects and group projects. Within the text were "Living American Documents" and

16
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and now, and individual and group projects. At the end of each unit, there was an area

called "Source Readings" which were documents that allowed for ideas in the unit to be

studied in more detai1.

1994 Exploring American History Text: 698 pages, 15 Units, 91 Chapters.

Each chapter was generally short in length, six to eight pages with the final two

pages consisting of a "Chapter Review." All chapters had a section entitled, "People in

History," in which a single person was featured. This section was usually two to three

paragraphs long. Each chapter was further divided into subsections and an "Outlook"

section which anticipated information in the coming chapters.

1990 Triumph of the American Nation Text: 1076 pages, 43 Chapters, 17 Units.

Each chapter and unit ended with a review section. Chapters generally consisted

of four or five subsections. Other sections included in the text were "American Profiles,"

"Americana," and "Sources."

1995 American Voices Text: 997 pages Three Volumes, Six Units, 24 Chapters, 110
Sections.

Each chapter generally had four or five sections that were two to three pages in

length. There were chapter previews with a time line and chapter reviews. Sections

started with a reading preview that included what you willieam and key terms; sections

ended with a review that included identification and a main ideas sections. Other sections

in the textbook included critical thinking strategies, point/counterpoint, highlights of

American life and an American speaks.
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1971 The American Pageant Text: 1067 Pages, 50 Chapters

The textbook contained a "Selected Readings" section at the end of each chapter.

Chapters were subdivided into multiple subcategories containing maps, graphs

and charts.

1994 The American Pageant Text: 1038 pages, 45 Chapters

The textbook contained a "Chronology," "Varying Viewpoints," and "Selected

Readings" at the end of most chapters. Other sections within the chapters included

a "Makers of America" section and famous quotes within each chapter.

Early DeportationlImmigration of Africans to the New World

This section noted the deportations of Africans to the new world in the 17th and

18th Century. Information on the economics of the slave trade and the trading routes

involving the slaves was also given.

Early Deportation and the Triangular Trade

The 1968 Globe text (three paragraphs) noted that the first slaves were 20

Africans brought to the English colonies in 1619. The triangular trade involved trading

cargo for Africans who had been captured and sold into slavery. The first Negroes were

initially indentured servants before being forced into slavery. Many Africans died on the

trip across the Atlantic due to poor conditions and they were treated like animals.
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The text noted that the slaves brought to Jamestown in 1619 were not the first

Negro slaves, rather Negroes who came with Spanish explorers in Spanish America. The

text also provided a definition ofNegro as Spanish meaning "black even though many

colored people prefer Afro-American as this word mixes land of origin and where they

live today" (27). Estevanico was an African-American who had come with the Spanish

and had helped explore New Mexico and Arizona.

The 1968 Harcourt, Brace and World text (four paragraphs) diagrammed the

Middle Passage and also gave notice to the brutal conditions which included contagious

disease and insufficient food and water. The text added infonnation on the Western

African societies where many African slaves were taken and noted that other African

tribes in society commonly sold their captives to white traders in steamy ports. This text

omitted infonnation concerning Estevanico, slaves initially being indentured servants, the

first slaves in Jamestown, and African slaves in the Spanish colonies. Added was the

statement that by the mid-1700s, slavery was impossible to stop as long as the English

flag flew over the colonies due to royal governors, slave traders and English cabinet

members.

The 1994 Globe text (four paragraphs) noted events similar to its 1968

predecessor and added that slaves were first used in sugar plantations in the Caribbean

and then brought to Southern plantations. The author stated that for those who survived

this terrible journey began a life in which everything was new and strange. Southern

planters purchased thousands of Africans directly from Africa or the West Indies.
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The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich (seven paragraphs) text was similar to

the old text, adding information on slavery in Spanish colonies, as well as a similar

depiction of the triangular trade and the Middle Passage and its brutal conditions.

The 1994 D.C. Heath and Company text added that at first mostly males were

deported and death rates of slaves involved in the middle passage was at approximately

20%. Slave brokers in Africa deliberately separated tribes to frustrate organized

resistance and thus ensured the extinction of regional African cultures.

Economics ofthe Slave Trade

The 1968 Globe text (one paragraph) stated that Southern plantations needed

slaves due to the huge crops ofrice, tobacco, and indigo.

The 1968 Harcourt, Brace and World text (three paragraphs) noted in a Source

Reading that the price ofNegro slaves were going down as deportation expanded, but did

not illustrate the economic need of the slave trade until the expansion of cotton.

The 1971 D.C. Heath and Company text placed the profits of the Middle Passage

at 500%.

The 1994 Globe text (four paragraphs) illustrated that Southern plantations needed

slaves due to the huge crops of rice, tobacco, and indigo much like the 1968 text. The

1994 text noted that slave labor was not needed in the 1600s, because farms were too

small in the Northern and Southern colonies. By the 1650s, slave traders began to bring

Africans due to the growth of large plantations which required a work force of 50 to 100

people. In the middle colonies most slaves came as indentured servants who were less
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costly to bring over than buying a slave; however, indentured servants were becoming

more costly which provided the incentive for planters to buy slaves.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace, and Jovanovich text (two paragraphs) added that few

settlers in the South were willing to work on plantations so black slave labor was brought

in. This area was similar to its predecessor in not stating the economic need for slaves

until the expansion of cotton, but it included a reference to the interstate slave trade where

professional slave traders brought slaves to Gulf Coast states where they were transported

and then auctioned.

Both D.C. Heath and Company texts noted that the slave trade was very

profitable, but small in comparison to total trade. The term "Black Ivory" was used to

explain the smuggling of Africans into the country, due to high profits, after the slave

trade was banned in 1808. Only one slave trader was executed for smuggling slaves.

Analysis

The depiction of early immigration of African-Americans was the weakest in the

1968 Harcourt, Brace and World text. The texts omitted African slaves in Spanish

colonies and at Jamestown which made the reader question when African slaves did

arrive in the colonies. The statement that slavery was impossible to stop as long as the

English flag over the colonies passed blame to the English and away from the colonists.

Ironically, this text was the only one of the original four that gave information on the

lives of Africans before they were deported to the new world.
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The 1994 Globe text gave the most infonnation on the economics behind the slave

trade. The other texts noted the Southern cash crops and then explained the expansion of

cotton and the need for labor. This text outlined the Southern economy in the early 17th

Century and explained the change in Southern crops and the perceived need for African

slaves.

The 1994 D.C. Heath and Company text gave the most overall infonnation on the

deportation ofAfricans to the new world. The text placed the death rate at 20% for those

Africans who were involved in the Middle Passage. The other texts noted the severity and

brutality of the trip but this was not reinforced by giving the number of people who died.

The text also provided the most detail on the lives of Africans before they were deported

and noted the work of slave brokers in Africa. The profit of the slave trade was

exemplified by the use of the tenn "Black Ivory" to describe slavery as a commodity that

was very profitable and almost a luxury, in both D.C. Heath texts.

Slavery as an Institution

This section described the work done by African slaves and the conditions they

worked under in both plantations and small farms. The culture of African-American

slaves was also added in this section.

King Cotton

The 1968 Globe text (two pages) stated that cotton was not the chief crop grown

in the South until the invention of the Cotton Gin by Eli Whitney in 1793. A description
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of the life of Eli Whitney and how the cotton gin separated the seeds from the cotton was

given. After the invention, slaves could clean fifty pounds of cotton daily in a gin

compared to one pound manually. The invention of the cotton gin changed life in the

South by making cotton a valuable crop. It led to a search to find new land to grow cotton

and fixed slavery upon the south. Large plantation owners could not raise large amounts

of cotton without Negro slaves who then became "valuable" property. The South

produced as much cotton as the Northern textile factories were willing to buy.

The 1968 Harcourt, Brace and World text (two pages) noted the importance of the

cotton gin and that the South could now meet the need for cotton in the Northern textile

mills and Great British textile mills. With the increased need for land came an increased

need for slaves who provided inexpensive labor to clear the new land and to work the

cotton fields.

The 1994 Globe text (one page) also noted the economic importance of the

invention of the cotton gin to the Southern economy and the increased need of slave

labor, especially before farm machinery, and of the need for new land. The text added

that the climate and type of land was ideal for growing cotton in the South but does not

mention the need to meet Northern textile factory demands.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace, and Jovanovich text (one page) noted the importance

of the cotton gin and the desire to meet textile mills needs for more cotton. The text gave

similar information on the expansion of cotton lands.
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The 1994 D.C. Heath and Company text emphasized the British dependence on

cotton which the South recognized. Southerners knew that they had power over the

British and could hurt the British economically if they did not cooperate. Both texts noted

how wasteful cotton was as it depleted the soil and led to the search for new land.

Work Performed by Slaves

The 1968 Globe text (two paragraphs) noted that work on the plantation was done

through the task system, gang system or through whipping the slaves so they would did

more work. Slaves worked in a variety ofjobs including carpenters, blacksmiths, and

shoemakers but most were involved in field work in the tobacco and cotton fields.

The 1968 Harcourt, Brace and World text (three paragraphs) also noted the variety

of occupations and that the great majority of slaves worked in the fields but omitted the

three systems of labor on the plantations. Some slaves who worked as carpenters were

able to not only build a house, but also make the necessary plans, draw up contracts, and

complete the entire structure. This text also described the domestic work done by many of

the women slaves, like sewing and laundry.

In the 1994 Globe text (three paragraphs) slave work was described as hard,

physical labor which included work in mines and on plantations. One paragraph

described the difference between field and house slaves by noting that conditions for

house slaves were better than for field slaves; however, all were still considered as simply

the property of their owners. The slaves worked long hours everyday except Sunday at
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planting, weeding, and harvesting crops. The text included a slave narrative describing

work on a plantation.

The 1990 Harcourt, World and Jovanovich text (five paragraphs) repeated the

infonnation in its predecessor with additional infonnation on how slave labor was

organized.

The 1994 D.C. Heath and Company text noted that dangerous work like tunnel

blasting was left to Irish laborers instead of slaves since they were worth up to $1,800.

Women also perfonned double duty at times as they worked in the fields during the day

and then did household duties.

The Treatment of African Slaves on Small Fanns

The 1968 Globe text (two paragraphs) depicted small farmers who owned a slave

as the envy of his neighbors, because the small farmer's goal was to own a large

plantation with many slaves. Small farmers did not object to slavery because they were

afraid that the free Negro would compete against them.

The 1968 Harcourt, Brace and World text (one paragraph) noted that there was

some evidence that small owners did not provide the food, quarters, or superior health

care that large plantation owners gave. The text contradicted itself by stating that the lack

of adequate materials had hindered researchers of slavery, but records indicated that more

humane treatment of slaves was present on small fanns. The text also stated that small

farmers did not object to slavery and saw it as the Southern way of life, but did not state

that small farmers were envious of other small farmers who had slaves.
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Treatment of slaves on small farms was described in the 1994 Globe text (two

paragraphs) by stating that farmers and slaves often worked and lived next to each other.

However, most small farmers approved of slavery and saw blacks as inferior. Many

hoped to own slaves themselves and were afraid that the Africans' hatred of slavery

might explode in rebellion. The 1994 textbook stated that Africans were seen as property

and not as human beings with rights and freedoms.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (one paragraph) noted that some

small farmers might be able to obtain up to eight to ten slaves, but often had to work with

these slaves.

Plantation Life

The 1968 Globe (three paragraphs) text discussed the role of the overseer as a

person who was generally disliked by slaves because he worked them hard and was

generally the one who whipped the slaves. The overseer's pay depended on how much

work he could get from the slaves. The most intelligent and trusted slaves were used in

the house as servants. Slave cabins were discussed in the old text as dark (because they

had no windows) but warmed by a fireplace. The food, mostly com bread, molasses and

bacon, was supplied by the planter. Furniture and clothes were homemade since slaves

were not expected to have new clothes. The expense of slavery was not great, sometimes

as little as $20 a year, because of the warm climate. Because ofpoor food and housing,

slaves were often sick and treated by the mistress of the plantation who often served as a

nurse.
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The 1968 Harcourt, Brace and World text (three paragraphs) stated that some of

the overseers were harsh, brutal men but it was hard to secure men who were willing to

serve as overseers. The overseer's goal was to get as much out of the slaves as possible.

The text stated that planters provided for their slaves as carefully as they did for members

of their own families and in tum won the love of their slaves. It asserted that planters

treated their slaves well because they were valuable property, therefore, to protect their

investment the planter was apt to keep his slaves adequately fed, clothed, and housed.

This was in contrast to the depiction in the 1968 Globe text.

The 1971 D.C. Heath and Company text noted that although slaves were

sometimes beaten savagely such beatings were not without reason or provocation.

The 1994 Globe text (one page) stated that slaves had to obey all commands from

their owner and overseer and the punishment for disobedience was usually a whipping,

the severity of which fluctuated depending on plantation owner. Planters supplied the

food and cabins, but details of these were omitted. The overseers kept close watch over

those who worked, punishing those who worked too slowly or carelessly, but this text

does not mention how slaves and others viewed overseers. The text added the role of the

planters' wives which was to supervise African slaves who worked as household servants

doing the cooking, cleaning, laundry and taking care of the children. African slaves on

plantations were denied the opportunity to make decisions about their lives such as

marrying and establishing families, what or when to eat, where to sleep, and how and

when to work. Few privileges were given to Africans. Some were permitted to visit
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friends and relatives on Christmas. Many owners allowed slaves to tend their own garden

or raise their own pigs. These small privileges made the hard lives of the enslaved

Africans easier to bear, but the slaves longed to be free.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (one page) gave a similar

conciliatory depiction of how planters treated slaves because of the slaves economic

importance. Omitted was the statement that many slaves loved their planters. Overseers

were depicted as treating slaves harshly, but the previous text's statement that they were

often difficult to secure was omitted.

Both D.C. Heath and Company texts noted that savage beatings were not common

because they hurt resale value and that the typical owner did not beat to death a "valuable

farm hand before breakfast." (367)

African-American Slaves Culture

The 1968 Globe text (one paragraph) noted that some slaves were taught to read

and write by the planters' family. This was actually illegal according to slave codes

mentioned in the text, but the text does not mention this. The text also discussed the

importance of religion and spirituals in the lives of slaves.

The 1968 Harcourt, Brace and World text does not directly discuss culture, but

stated that the story of African-Americans was a supremely tragic story because no group

of immigrants were so separated from their past and these desperate men and women

were forced to leave behind what they held dear.
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The 1971 D.C. Heath and Company text added that slavery lead to loose morals

with regard to sexual behaviors exhibited by African-American slaves.

The 1994 Globe text (five paragraphs) noted that the African culture continued

through folk tales that were passed on and spirituals that were created to express the need

to be free. African-American slaves helped newly arrived Africans to adopt to the new

culture which included learning English and converting to Christianity with the support

of their owners. Some Africans American met secretly and developed their own

understanding of the Bible.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (one paragraph) noted that slaves

expressed joy in songs and dances, and humor in folk tales and jokes. Spirituals were also

mentioned as hymns partially modeled by white Christian gospel hymns and partially

modeled after traditional African musical forms.

The 1994 D.C. Heath and Company text added that slave families were resilient

and most slaves were raised in a two person household. Slaves generally did not marry

their first cousins as many of their owners had. Both text noted that slave wedding vows

often included until "death or distance do we part." Many slaves believed in "Black

Christianity" which rejected pre-destination but identified with the low earthly plight of

Jesus. Other additions to the American culture made by the African slaves were a

different language, music, including instruments like the bongo drums, and rice-planting

techniques.
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Analysis

The 1968 Harcourt, Brace, and World text made a couple of surprising statements.

The first was that slaves loved their owners because they provided for their slaves, which

was omitted in the 1990 revised text. This statement had been discredited by written

accounts of slaves and runs contrary to almost any depiction of slavery. The text also

indicated that it was hard to secure men who were willing to serve as overseers, which

was omitted in the revised text. This indicated that the job was either too difficult or

unwanted, yet other texts noted the power that overseers had in the plantation system.

The Globe texts provided more detail than the Harcourt books in relation to

slavery as an institution. The 1968 Globe text gave the most detail of what the slaves ate

and what their living quarters were like. The 1994 Globe text described the work done by

the house slaves and field slaves on plantations. This difference is important to this day in

the United Stated as differences within the African-American community are made along

these lines. African-Americans with lighter features are still called "house blacks," while

those African-Americans with broader noses and bigger lips are sometimes referred to as

"field blacks." The 1994 Globe text also gave more information on the culture of African

American slaves.

The 1994 D.C. Heath and Company text had important additions to the four

analyzed texts. One was the British dependence on cotton which permitted Southerners to

exploit slaves without fear of British objections or military action. The double duty

performed by some slave women exemplified the difficulty for slave women. The
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economic importance of the slave to the owner was illustrated by the statement that Irish

immigrants did the very dangerous jobs because of the value of the slaves. More

information on culture was given including the stability of the slave family structure.

. Though the old version stated that slavery led to loose moraIs, the revised version

reversed this notion by stating that most slaves were raised in a two person household.

The Politics of Slavery

Information on the debate for and against slavery was given in this section. Some

18th and 19th Century rulings enacted by the three branches of the U.S. government

relating to the institution of slavery were also given.

Pro Slavery Argument

The 1968 Globe text (one paragraph) stated that Southerners insisted that the

Bible approved of slavery and that slaves were better off than Northern factory workers

because slaves did not have to worry about food or shelter or losing their job.

The 1968 Harcourt, Brace, and World text (six paragraphs) stated that the slavery

argument was advanced mostly by planters so that they would have an adequate labor

supply. Slavery, according to the argument, was good for slaves because it provided

shelter, food, and clothing which was not true offactory workers in the North and

Europe. These white factory workers were exploited mercilessly by their employers. The

Biblical argument was omitted in this text.
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The 1971 D.C. Heath and Company text noted that the easy-going patriarchal

systems of Virginia and Maryland made the slaves seem like they were part of the family.

Many owners in the South actually saw themselves as servants to their African-American

slaves. Some whites used the argument that working in these hot cotton fields would ruin

their health, but many poor whites did work in the fields which is the origin of the term

"red-necks."

The 1994 Globe text (three paragraphs) had an 1858 passage from the

Congressional Globe in which African-Americans were described as a race suited to did

mean duties and perform the drudgery oflife. They were "elevated from the condition in

which God made them by being our slaves and were utterly incapable, from intellectual

weakness, ever to gave U.S. trouble." (356) The "scientific reasoning" idea that African

slaves possessed inferior reasoning was also stated. Also mentioned was the defense used

by Southerners in which they pointed to slavery in ancient Greece and Rome. The text

omitted the argument that slaves were better off than Northern whites in factories and

Biblical approval of slavery.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (seven paragraphs) nearly

duplicated the 1968 version but added that slaves were told that whites were superior and

it was their religious duty to obey their masters.

The 1994 D.C. text added the argument that the master-slave relationship

resembled a family and that the owners brought these slaves out of the barbarity of

Africa.
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Con Argument to Slavery

The 1968 Globe text (two paragraphs) noted the Quakers like John Woolman

thought it was wrong to own other human beings. Many other men believed slavery was

wrong even though they owned slaves. George Washington and Thomas Jefferson were

two such men and they freed their slaves. The work ofBe~aminBanneker, a former

slave, helped Jefferson realize that free Negroes were not inferior but could do great

things if given the chance.

The 1968 Harcourt, Brace and World text (one paragraph) also noted that some

people saw slavery as wrong and gave credit to the Quakers. A one page source reading

revealed that Quakers in Germantown, Pennsylvania wrote, but did not adopt, a

resolution at an annual meeting in 1688 against slavery. The Quakers wrote that slavery

was wrong because it was against the slaves' will and consent and the race of the slaves

should not make a difference. In addition, some people like Patrick Henry spoke out

against slavery because it was contradictory to the principles of the Declaration of

Independence.

The 1994 Globe text (two paragraphs) had a passage from Slavery and the North

in which slavery was seen as wrong in every way. Blacks may be inferior to whites, but it

does not always have to be like that. Blacks faced difficulties that whites did not have to

face.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (two paragraphs) noted that

Quakers in Pennsylvania and New Jersey doubted the morality of slave labor. The text
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explained the flaw in the pro-slavery argument of white industrial workers being worse

off than slaves. These people were free to quit their jobs and take another while slaves

could not.

Slave Codes

The 1968 Globe text (one paragraph) discussed codes that allowed owners to

punish slaves by whipping them and to break up families by selling members of the

family. The codes made it illegal for slaves to run away, to own property, to get an

education, or to vote. Planters were given complete control by these codes which,

according to the text, made the planter a victim of slavery as well because he was not able

to change or gave up this system that brought so much cruelty to others.

The 1968 Harcourt, Brace and World text (three paragraphs) emphasized the

"restrictive laws" which included banning slaves from testifying in court, assembling, and

learning to read and write. In practice these laws were not always rigidly enforced. The

slave codes after the Nat Turner rebellion of 1831 were mentioned which included

refusing to deliver abolitionist mail and the gag rule.

Slaves codes were defined as special laws to control African slaves in the 1994

Globe text (three paragraphs). The slave codes that were passed after the revolts ofNat

Turner and Denmark Vessey were discussed but these codes were not discussed in the old

texts. Southern whites tried to prevent further uprisings through harsher slave codes

including making it a crime for groups of slaves to meet without a white present. Other
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laws banned antislavery books from being imported into their states. Omitted was the

idea that planters were a victim of slavery as well.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (four paragraphs) noted that the

17th century slave codes were to safeguard slaveowners' investment and prevent slave

violence. Examples of slave codes were given which were enforced by special guards

who ensured the slave codes were being followed. The Post Reconstruction black codes

varied from states to states, but generally limited black civil rights and reinforced white

supremacy. The harsher post-Nat Turner slave codes were not mentioned.

The 1994 D.C. Heath and Company text added that the first slave codes in the

American colonies made blacks and their children property, or chattels, for life.

The Three-Fifths Compromise

The 1968 Globe text (two paragraphs) stated that representation and taxation of

slaves was debated by Northerners who said slaves were considered property and should

not count towards representation. Northerners wanted the Constitution to put an end to

the slave trade, but Southerners said this would ruin the plantation system. The

compromise allowed the slave trade until 1808, when Congress would end it. The text

noted that the compromise pleased the South.

The 1968 Harcourt, Brace and World text (one paragraph) discussed the

provisions of the compromise, but gave no more detail.
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The 1994 Globe text (two paragraphs) noted the provisions of the compromise. In

addition, the Constitution never uses the word slave, but rather the words other person or

person held to service.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (two paragraphs) was similar to

the 1968 version.

Dred Scott Case

The 1968 Globe text (two paragraphs) stated that Dred Scott was an important

case that involved a slave, Dred Scott, who had been taken into a free state by his owner,

returned to a slave state, and claimed he should be freed because had he lived in a free

state. He brought a lawsuit to win his freedom, but the Supreme Court ruled that because

Scott was a Negro he had no legal right to start a lawsuit and that the Constitution had no

legal right to prohibit slavery. Scott was property and Congress could keep slavery out of

territories and could take a man's property, thus overturning the Missouri Compromise.

Many antislavery Northerners were angered by the Dred Scott decision, and many joined

the Republican Party after this decision.

The 1968 Harcourt, Brace and World (four paragraphs) gave the ruling in the case

and the anger ofNortherners about the ruling of this case. The anti-slavery people now

realized that only an amendment to the Constitution would outlaw slavery. An excerpt

from the case was also given.

The 1994 Globe text (two paragraphs) gave similar information on the case.
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The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (four paragraphs) gave similar

information as the old text.

The 1994 D.C. Heath text added that the ruling that African-Americans were not

citizens seriously menaced the precarious position for the quarter million free slaves in

the South.

Emancipation Proclamation

The 1968 Globe text (one paragraph) noted that Lincoln was strengthened after

the North won the battle of Antietam and decided it was the right time to issue the

Emancipation Proclamation. Northerners were happy by this proclamation because they

were now fighting to free the slaves not just save the Union.

The 1968 Harcourt, Brace and World text (five paragraphs) indicated that Lincoln

was reluctant to turn the war into a war to free the slaves and was afraid he would lose the

border states if he did. However, anti-slavery forces pushed for abolishing slavery and

Lincoln realized that he must win the support of anti-slavery people in the U.S. and

throughout the world. The text indicated that Lincoln waited for the Battle of Antietam

and his real goal was to save the Union first and free the slaves second. The provisions of

the Emancipation Proclamation were then given.

The 1971 D.C. text noted that slaves flocked to Union lines and hindered

operation after the proclamation.

The 1994 Globe text (three paragraphs) indicated that President Lincoln decided

to free the slaves after the battle of Antietam. Because he needed the support of border
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states who still permitted slavery, he had not acted against slavery up to this time. Many

slaves were leaving these border states and assisting in the Union army. Lincoln believed

that emancipating the slaves would help the Union win the war. The Emancipation

Proclamation was issued even though it did not apply to border states nor areas of the

Confederacy under Union control.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (four paragraphs) stated that

Lincoln reluctantly decided that a secondary war issue would be to free slaves, partly as a

political blow against the Confederacy. These exclusions for free states, border states, and

certain area of Virginia and Louisiana under Union control were made because he was

worried about losing the border states and he was uncertain about the constitutionality of

freeing slaves in these areas. Omitted was the importance of the anti-slavery forces.

Both D.C. Heath and Company texts noted that Lincoln had not gone as far as

legislation already passed by Congress for freeing enemy-owned slaves. Union desertions

increased after the proclamation, especially in the border states.

Analysis

Although the 1994 Globe text does not have the most print dedicated to the

politics of slavery, the text had some information that was not contained within the other

texts. One was the slave codes passed specifically after the revolts ofNat Turner and

Denmark Vessey. Other texts noted the slaves codes, but usually make the distinction

between colonial slave codes and the Reconstrnctionist black codes. This addition
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illustrated white fear of the uprisings and the extent which they would go to deny the

slaves rights.

One important omission in the 1994 Globe text was not mentioning that slaves

were better off than Northern whites in factories. This argument was in the other texts and

seemed to be the center of the pro-slavery argument.

The Emancipation Proclamation was depicted differently in each of the textbooks.

The 1968 Globe stated that Northerners were happy with the proclomation, because they

knew they were fighting for slaves' freedom. The revised text noted that Lincoln did not

want to offend the border states so he did not apply the proclamation to the border stated.

The 1968 Harcourt text suggested that Lincoln was forced into emancipating the slaves

by anti-slavery forces in the U.S. The revised text stated that Lincoln waited to free the

slaves because he was concerned about the constitutionality of such an act. These views

question Lincoln's motives by illustrating that he was politically motivated and not

motivated by humanitarian reasons.

Resistance to Slavery

This section noted anti-slavery leaders and the forms of resistance against slavery

in the 18th and 19th Century.

African-American Leaders in the Opposition to Slavery
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The 1968 Globe text (two paragraphs) indicated the importance of Frederick

Douglass because of his writing which described the lives of slaves. David Walker and

Sojourner Truth were mentioned, but not discussed.

The 1968 Harcourt, Brace and World text (one paragraph) indicated that Douglass

was an escaped slave who taught himself to read and write, became a powerful orator and

writer in the anti-slavery movement.

The 1994 Globe text (four paragraphs) indicated the importance of Frederick

Douglass and added the leadership of Henry Highland Garnett. The Globe text also

included David Walker who wrote Walker's Appeal which urged slaves to resist slavery

by force and warned whites that slavery was unjust in the eyes of God. Another addition

was Sojourner Truth who worked to abolish slavery with clear, articulate speeches even

though she had no formal education.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (one page) gave a similar account

of Douglass, but added the work of Sojourner Truth and David Walker's Appeal in his

attempted to recognize the rights of black Americans. Henry Highland Garnett was

mentioned as a militant leader demanding vigorous action. Another addition was that free

blacks petitioned Congress in 1794 for "the relief of our people" (174) and in 1800 to

correct injustices in the fugitive slave law. A convention offree blacks in 1830 suggested

that black Americans move to Canada.

The 1994 D.C. Heath and Company text added the work of Martin Delaney who

supported mass relocation to Africa, but omitted Garnett.
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FQrms Qf Resistance

The 1968 G1Qbe text (Qne paragraph) nQted that SQme African-Americans

attempted tQ gain freedQm by running away which was a IQng, risky trip to a NQrthern

free state. The text stressed the UndergrQund Railroad as the means of running away.

The 1968 HarcQurt Brace and World text did nQt discuss how slaves resisted,

instead it focused Qn hQW slaves had learned about the Underground RailrQad which was

Qne way abQlitionists could take direct action by helping slaves escape.

The 1994 GIQbe text (fQur paragraphs) added that some slaves attempted to run

away but not many escaped for long because they were either caught or returned tQ their

Qwners due tQ hunger, fear and loneliness. Several thousand slaves were successful

runaways and later spQke and wrote against slavery. SQme slaves took in Qther people's

children who had been separated from their family. Other forms of resistance included

pretending not to hear a cQmmand, slowing dQwn the pace Qf wQrk in the fields,

damaging crQps, and breaking tOQls.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and JQvanovich text (two paragraphs) nQted that some

slaves ran away or planned uprisings in order to resist but mQst did not.

The Underground Railroad

The 1968 Globe text (one paragraph) indicated that the Underground Railroad

was a network ofNortherners whQ helped slaves escape slavery. Assistance was given by

allowing slaves tQ hide in homes and guiding them to a free state Qr to Canada where

slaves could be assured of their freedom. Slaves were often dressed in women's clQthes or
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hidden in fann wagons. Harriet Tubman was highlighted as an important conductor of the

Underground Railroad who lead 300 slaves to freedom, including her own parents.

The 1968 Harcourt, Brace and World (six paragraphs) dedicated three paragraphs

to Harriet Tubman describing her effort to help slaves escape, that slave owners had

offered $40,000 for her capture, and describing her work during the War Between the

Stated. The text presented the route taken by slaves and indicated that slaves were not

free until they reached Canada due to the Fugitive Slave Law; however, the work of

abolitionists in the Underground Railroad was emphasized as opposed to free blacks.

The 1994 Globe text (two paragraphs) noted Tubman and the route of the slaves

and added that these "conductors" put themselves in great danger because it was illegal to

help slaves escape due to the Fugitive Slave Law of 1793. The text noted the $40,000

reward for Tubman's capture, and that Tubman was attacked and beaten badly by a

Northern mob in 1860.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (five paragraphs) provided

information on Harriet Tubman but included information on James Forten, Robert Purvis,

and William Wells Brown.

Both D.C. Heath and Company texts stated that 1850 estimates suggest that about

1,000 slaves a year successfully ran away. The 1994 D.C. Heath and Company text noted

that this number was far less than those who gained freedom from self-purchase or

voluntary emancipation.

African Slave Revolts
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The Globe 1968 text (one paragraph) explained that Gabriel Prossner planned a

revolt of 1,000 slaves in 1800 in the area around Richmond, Virginia. Denmark Vessey,

in 1822, had planned to recruit an army of African slaves to attack Charleston, however

the plan was discovered and the revolt never took place. Nat Turner in 1831 started a

revolution that left 57 whites dead and over 100 slaves killed.

The 1968 Harcourt, Brace, and World text (one paragraph) omitted Prossner and

Vessey, but stated that Turner led a rebellion that killed 60 whites and scores ofNegroes.

The 1994 Globe text (three paragraphs) noted that from time to time slaves tried

to win their freedom by force, but this was difficult because revolts required careful

planning and a large number ofpeople. The text added that some slaves who knew of

Prossner's plan told city officials and the plot was foiled. Another addition was that

Turner believed that God had instructed him to lead an uprising against slavery. The text

noted that Prossner, Vessey, Turner and their followers were executed while the 1968 text

only took notice of the execution of Turner and his followers.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (three paragraphs) added

information to the old text and was similar to the 1994 Globe text except that Prossner's

and Vessey's execution was not noted. Prossner's group was caught and punished and

after Vessey's plot, 37 blacks were put to death. An addition was that Vessey's plot may

have rested largely on unfounded fears of a slave revolt among white Southerners since

no revolt took place.
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The 1994 D.C. Heath and Company text added that the New York City slave

revolt of 1712 killed dozens of whites and led to the execution of 21 blacks.

Abolitionists

The 1968 Globe text (four paragraphs) noted the work of William Lloyd Garrison,

and his paper The Liberator. Other leaders like Theodore Weld, Theodore Parker, and

David Eichorn were mentioned. Uncle Tom's Cabin was a popular and important book

written by Harriet Beecher Stowe which detailed the lives of slaves on a Kentucky

plantation. This book convinced many Northerners who had never visited the South that

slavery should be abolished.

In the 1968 Harcourt, Brace and World text (two pages) noted the early work of

the Quakers, Garrison, and the American Colonization Society. Garrison turned

abolitionists militant and the text described how a mob in Boston had turned on him and

forced him to flee to a Boston jail. The American Colonization Society's plan to free

slaves was impractical and largely unsuccessful. The work of Stowe, the Grimke sisters,

Theodore Weld, and the American Anti-Slavery Society were mentioned.

In the 1994 Globe text (six paragraphs) discussed The American Colonization

Society and Stowe. Garrison was depicted as an "angry" writer attacking slavery with

extreme language such as calling owners of African slaves "murderers" and "monsters"

in his newspaper. Garrison and other abolitionists formed the American Antislavery

Society in 1833. The influence of the abolitionists were far greater than their numbers.
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They traveled around the world and gave speeches and tried to persuade slaveowners to

free slaves by mailing them antislavery literature.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich (two pages) gave a similar account to

its predecessor.

John Brown

The 1968 Globe text (two paragraphs) noted that a white northerner named John

Brown led a daring raid of a federal arsenal in 1859 at Harper's Ferry, Virginia. Brown

hoped that local slaves would join his cause and eventually a free state in western

Virginia would be established. The plan failed as Brown and his followers were

surrounded and forced to surrender.

The 1971 D.C. Heath and Company text added that seven people were killed, with

the first one being a free Negro.

The 1968 Harcourt, Brace and World text (two paragraphs) noted that Brown's

attempt to start a slave rebellion was a wild idea that was certain to fail and required

federal troops to stop. Brown was a fanatic abolitionist who murdered five helpless pro

slavery men. Brown admitted that he got a fairer trial then he had reason to expect and

when he was hanged many extreme abolitionists saw him as a martyr.

The 1994 Globe text (two paragraphs) noted that Brown led the raid and added

that he was put on trial where he pleaded not guilty and declared that his acts were

morally right; however, Brown was convicted and hanged. Brown's raid stirred strong

"
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emotions as Southerners saw the raid as a nightmare come true and were angry that

abolitionists had supported the raid while some Northerners saw Brown as a hero.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (four paragraphs) gave a similar

account of John Brown and Harper's Ferry as the 1968 text with some difference in

terminology. The five men murdered were "unarmed" not "helpless" and the raid on

Harper's Ferry was a "bold idea" not a "wild idea."

The 1994 D.C. text depicted Brown as a fanatical, narrowly ignorant horse stealer

with a crackbrained scheme. Both texts noted that Brown was fanatical and that during

his legal trial, seventeen affidavits of friends and families supported the idea of his

insanity.

Analysis

The revised texts gave more information and detail regarding resistance to slavery

than the old texts. The revised texts added Garnett who was a more militant leader than

Douglass, and gave more detail to Walker. This trend continued later in the textbooks

when the more militant Malcolm X was given less print than the nonviolent Civil Rights

leaders. This indicated the unwillingness of the older texts to included controversial

figures like Malcolm X or Garnett and instead feature the less controversial figures.

The 1968 Harcourt text emphasized the work of abolitionists in the Underground

Railroad. Although five paragraphs were devoted to Tubman, the text diminished the role

of other African-Americans helping slaves escape suggesting that African-Americans
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played an insignificant role in the Underground Railroad. The revised text attempted to

correct this by adding the work of Forten, Purvis, and Brown.

The 1994 Globe text noted that Turner, Vessey, and Prossner were all executed

after their attempted revolts while the other texts did not. Their executions illustrated how

these revolts were handled by Southern whites and how they retaliated; however, the

other three texts did not add this detail and left the reader to question what happened to

these three African-Americans.

The 1990 Harcourt text added that Vessey's plot may had rested largely on

unfounded fears among white Southerners. This text noted the fear that whites had of

blacks, especially in South Carolina because of the large number of blacks in that state. It

also suggested that blacks had reason to fear the actions of whites who might act on

unfounded rumors and strike against blacks for no reason.

The depiction of John Brown was generally more conciliatory in the revised

texts.The old texts stated that he was an insane man who killed five hapless people.. The

1971 D.C. Heath and Company text noted that the first person killed in the raid was a free

Negro which was omitted in the revised version. The revised versions of the text gave a

slightly more diplomatic version of Brown and allowed the reader to decide if Brown was

a hero.

Free African-Americans before the Civil War

Free African-Americans before the Civil War were examined in this section

including both free individual African-Americans and free African-Americans as a group.
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James Beckworth

Omitted in both 1968 texts

The 1994 Globe text (one paragraph) noted that Beckworth was one of a

courageous group of men who came to the Rocky Mountains and explored a pass through

the Sierra Nevada Mountains that led to the Sacramento Valley.

In the 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (one paragraph), Beckworth was

not mentioned as an African-American but was mentioned as a rugged "mountain man"

who roamed the West.

CriS12us Attucks

The 1968 Globe text (one paragraph) noted that Attucks led a crowd of colonists

who were fired on after a few boys threw snowballs at British soldiers which became the

Boston Massacre. Attucks was not identified as an African-American.

The 1968 Harcourt, Brace and World text (one paragraph) noted that Attucks was

a Negro patriot but gave no more details.

The 1994 Globe text (one paragraph) depicted Attucks as a young African

American sailor and protester who grabbed a British soldiers rifle and was shot which

precipitated the Boston Massacre.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (four paragraphs) gave a profile of

Attucks and stated that Attucks grabbed a British soldier's rifle and was shot. He became

a symbol for Patriots and many black military companies who called themselves "Attucks

Guards" during the Revolutionary War.
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Benjamin Banneker

The 1968 Globe text (one paragraph) noted that Benjamin Banneker was an

engineer who helped design Washington D.C. but was omitted in the 1994 Globe text

Omitted in 1968 Harcourt, Brace and World text but the 1990 Harcourt, Brace and

Jovanovich text (three paragraphs) depicted Banneker as a black man who taught himself

mathematics, astronomy, history, and surveying instruments which led to the position of

scientific assistant in the surveying of Washington, D.C.

Paul Cuffe

This information was omitted in the 1968 texts.

The 1994 Globe text (two paragraphs) depicted Cuffe as a free African-American

who worked on a whaling ship and through hard work was able to buy six ships,

establish a trade system, and hire African-American crews. He was not allowed to vote

because he was African-American, but eventually he assisted in the successful effort to

win voting rights for African-Americans.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (one paragraph) depicted Cuffe as

a successful black merchant who sent 38 black Americans to West Africa at his own

expense.

James Armistead LaFayette

This information was omitted in 1968 texts.

The 1994 Globe text (one paragraph) noted that Armistead was a slave in Virginia

whose master allowed him to join Washington's Army in 1781. Armistead played an
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important role in the battle of Yorktown while working for Lafayette, who had sent

Armistead into the British camp to learn about British plans. Armistead was honored,

gained his freedom, and took the last name of Lafayette in recognition of his army

commander.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (four paragraphs) gave a similar

depiction as the 1994 Globe text.

York

This information was omitted in 1968 texts.

The 1994 Globe text (two paragraphs) noted that York was the first African

American to set foot on the Western frontier. He used his fishing skills to provide much

of the food in the Lewis and Clark expedition and he was freed at the conclusion of that

expedition. Native Americans were impressed by York's skin and strength and "all

flocked around him and examined him from head to toe." (283)

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (one paragraph) noted that York

was Clark's black slave but was freed at the ended of the expedition. His dark skin made

York seem less strange to the Indians than the whites.

Nat Love

This information was omitted in 1968 texts and 1990 text.

The 1994 Globe text (two paragraphs) noted that Love was a famous cowboy who

was born in Tennessee in 1854 and moved to Dodge City where he became a cowboy at
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the age of IS. For twenty years, he worked on the long cattle drives north from Texas and

became a skilled rider and sharpshooter. On July 4, 1876, he won a cowboy contest in

Deadwood, South Dakota, and afterwards was respectfully called "Deadwood Dick."

Both D.C.Heath texts omitted all of these African-Americans except for Attucks.

Free African-Americans Soldiers: Revolutionary War, War or 1812, and Civil War

The 1968 Globe text (two paragraphs) placed the number ofNegroes that were

fighting in the Revolutionary War at 5,000. Many were born in the North and served

throughout the war, playing a major role in Bunker Hill and Stony Point. The text omitted

African-Americans in the War of 1812, but placed the number ofNegroes serving in the

Civil War at over 150,000, twenty of whom received the Congressional Medal of Honor.

Negroes had fought bravely in over 450 battles during the Civil War.

The 1968 Harcourt, Brace and World text (one paragraph) noted the 54th

Massachusetts in the battle of Charleston Harbor in 1863. This was the first time Negro

troops were assigned to a major battle by carrying the heaviest responsibility and

suffering the greatest loss.

The 1994 Globe text (nine paragraphs) noted that African-American fought for

America's freedom and that the new state governments freed slaves if they had served in

the Continental Army though most had not. Omitted was the number of slaves who

served and that African-American soldiers were largely from the North.

The text included the September 2 I, 1814, appeal from Andrew Jackson that drew

many free African-Americans to fight in the War of 1812. Jackson assured the freedmen
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of color that he would be paid the same as whites and would not be exposed to improper

comparisons or unjust sarcasm. As a distinct battalion or regiment, African-Americans

would receive the "applause and gratitude of all your countrymen." (289)

The text placed 186,000 African-Americans in the Union army, higher than the

old text, noting that half of them escaped from slavery in the Confederate states. Many

African-American soldiers and regiments, like the 54th Massachusetts, served

courageously and over 20 African-Americans were honored for courage, but the specific

honor of Congressional Medal of Honor was not discussed. One quarter of the United

Stated Navy consisted of African-Americans. The text admitted that they did not receive

equal pay, were not accepted as equals, and were forced to do hard labor such as digging

trenches. The Confederacy enslaved African-Americans and forced them to join the army

as servants when their masters had joined. Over 40,000 African-Americans died in the

Civil War.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (five paragraphs) added that 5,000

blacks served with courage and skill in the Continental Navy and Army during the

Revolutionary War. The text omitted African-Americans in the War of 1812, but

mentioned that 186,000 served in the armed forces during the Civil War. These blacks

were not treated equally as they were not trained as well, received less medical attention,

were assigned menial chores, and were treated poorly by white soldiers and Northern

white citizens. They received less pay until Congress provided for equal pay after black

1"
'"
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soldiers' protested. They fought bravely in nearly every battle and received twenty-one

Congressional Medal of Honors.

Both D.C. texts added that African-Americans were only a partial asset in the

Revolutionary War because many objected to fighting for people who were enslaving

them. Many African-Americans crossed lines and left when the British left. One out of

six African-Americans made up the U.S. Navy in the War of 1812. African-Americans

were originally not accepted as volunteers in the Civil War, but eventually they made up

10 % of Union enlistment, mostly from slave states. The Confederacy did not accept

African-American enlistment's, but Southern slaves did little to help Northern liberators

at the end of the Civil War due either to lethargy, loyalty, or lack ofleadership.

Lives of Free African-Americans before the Civil War

Omitted in 1968 texts

The 1994 Globe texts (two paragraphs) noted that free African-Americans

attained freedmen status by running away or through being released by their masters,

especially after the Revolutionary War. Many Northern states did away with slavery in

the 1780s and 1790s. Unlike slaves, freedmen could legally marry, travel as they pleased,

receive pay for their work and own property, including small farms and shops. Like

slaves, freedmen could not vote or testify in court versus white people in most stated.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich (four paragraphs) noted that there were

250,000 free blacks in the South by 1860, some had been freed by their owners.
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However, these blacks faced discrimination such as having to carry a pass, denied

freedom of assembly, and they could not testify in court against a white person.

The 1994 D.C. Heath and Company text noted that free blacks in the lower South

were generally mulattos who were sent free. Both texts noted that some free African

Americans could own property and one, William T. Johnson, owned his own slaves

according to the revised text. Both texts add that the 250,000 free Northern African

Americans were also unpopular, especially hated by Irish-Americans due to competition

over jobs.

Analysis

The revised texts did gave more information on free African-Americans,

individually and as a group. Crispus Attucks was mentioned in all texts but he is more

important as a "trivia" question than as a significant figure in u.S. History. A far more

important person is Benjamin Banneker who was mentioned briefly in the 1968 Globe

text but was featured in the 1990 Harcourt text.

The revised texts did a better job of depicting the lives of African-American

soldiers. The 1968 Globe text noted the number of African-American soldiers in the

Revolutionary War and the Civil War, but the revised text described the discrimination

that these soldiers faced. The 1990 Harcourt text also noted that these soldiers did not

receive equal pay and were not trained as well illustrating that even though these soldiers

were fighting for the U.S. they still faced discrimination. The D.C. Heath and Company
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texts shows the disillusionment of some African-Americans by noting that many left with

the British after the Revolutionary War rather than live in a country that enslaved them.

The old texts generally omitted the lives of free African-American before the

Civil War. The revised texts attempted to illustrate the lives of blacks by noting the rights

and lack ofrights that these freedmen had. The 1994 Globe text attempted to describe the

rights that freedmen and slaves had. The 1990 Harcourt text gave more detail on the

discrimination faced by free Southern blacks. None of these texts noted the fear that

slaves living in the U.S. had of becoming enslaved again due to changes in laws or being

turned in as a slave.

The 1994 D.C. Heath and Company text noted that Irish-Americans hated the

freedmen, which was examined again later in the text. The text also noted that most of the

freedmen in the deep South were mulattos, potentially from white masters and black

slaves. The text did not detail the amount of rape involved between master and slave, but

made note of the sexual relationship between master and slave.

Reconstruction and the African-American Struggle for Citizenship

This section noted the struggle for African-American citizenship and equality

after the slaves were freed during the Reconstruction Period (1865-1877).

The 1968 Globe text (four paragraph) noted that Negroes were able to vote and

hold office, but did not gave the number of officeholders and stated that none of the new
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state governments came under Negro control. Negro lawmakers were ministers, lawyers,

and teachers.

The text identified Charles Sumner and Thaddeus Stevens as leaders of the

Radical Republicans. The provisions of the 13th, 14th, and 15th Amendments were also

given. The Radical Republicans also set up the Freedmen's Bureau which helped

African-Americans find houses and jobs and also get an education. Southern state

constitutions also had to guarantee the right of African-Americans to vote in order for

Radical Republicans to permit these states back in the Union.

The Ku Klux Klan (KKK) was a secret society formed to frighten Negroes and

carpetbaggers by beating those who had voted or held office. Most of the white

Southerners believed that Negroes should not take part in government.

The 1968 Harcourt, Brace and World texts (two pages) noted that some Negroes

who held office were generally well qualified, including those who were educated as

slaves or who had lived free in the South. Most of the freedmen were inexperienced and

easily victimized by scalawags and carpetbaggers thus making the legislatures

ineffective. Freedmen held majorities in just two state legislatures, Louisiana and South

Carolina. Some developments were made such as strengthening public education and

spreading the tax burden more equally.

The Radical Republican enacted a severe program of Reconstruction through

military rule, thus sowing seeds of bitterness that were to live for many years. The
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Republicans drew up the 13th, 14th, and 15th Amendments and a program of

Reconstruction that would be safe from presidential veto and future actions of Congress.

Republicans also passed a bilI creating the Freedmen's Bureau which was

designed to help the whole South, especially the freedman. Southerners attacked the

bureau as a way to raise false hopes among the ex-slaves, like receiving "40 acres and a

mule." The freedman did gain some rights like the right to own property, but were stilI

restricted by the black codes.

A section entitled, "White Southerners fight back," noted that by 1867 the KKK

was striking blows at politically ambitious Negroes. At first, the KKK wanted to frighten

and keep Negroes out ofpolitics by issuing a waming while dressed in white robes. The

plan got out of hand as many members became brutal, and eventually moderate

Southerners withdrew their support. Without this support and with the addition of federal

measures, membership in the KKK diminished significantly.

The 1971 D.C. Heath text added that the freedman generally stayed loyal to their

old masters. These freedmen were given the cruelest misfortune as they were jerked from

bondage to freedom without an intermediate period. These Negroes were poorly prepared

for citizenship as democracy requires education and information and they had neither.

The Southern reconstruction governments were called the "Black and Tan Governments"

and were exemplified by scandal as whites used Negroes as "catpaws."

The 1994 Globe text (nine paragraphs) added that Radical Republicans believed

in equal rights for African-Americans; therefore, they worked for passage of the 13th,
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14th, and 15th Amendments to the U.S. Constitution. Greater emphasis was placed on

African-American's role in the Reconstruction governments of the South. There were 17

African-Americans elected to Congress in the Reconstruction years. One of two African

Americans to serve in the U.S. Senate during Reconstruction was Blanche K. Bruce who

was also the first African-American to serve a full six year term. Bruce set up a school for

African-Americans in Missouri and then attended Oberlin College. After the Civil War

Bruce moved to Mississippi and was elected to the Senate in 1874.

The former slaves looked forward to living their lives as free people; they had

heard rumors that they would get "40 acres and a mule." This did not occur as plantations

in the South were broken up into small farms, and a description ofthe white tenant

farmers and the African-American sharecroppers were given. Sharecroppers went more

and more into debt each year as crop yields often did not cover costs ofplanting. State

laws prevented people with debts to leave their land, thus these African-Americans had to

remain on the land that they farmed. The Ku Klux Klan terrorized the freedmen. The text

suggested that to this day the reversal of progress is felt and the struggle for equality

continues.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (three pages) depiction of

Reconstruction was similar to the old text, except for the depiction of the Reconstruction

governments. The Reconstruction governments were given more conciliatory depiction as

they started many needed and long overdue public improvements. The text included the

work of black Southerners in public life such as Senators Hiram Revels and Blanche K.
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Bruce and politicians Robert Brown Elliot and P.B.S. Pinchback. The blacks in public

life did not demand revenge on whites and their record compared well with their white

colleagues in public life. Another addition was the Force Acts which gave the President

the power to use federal troops to control secret societies like the KKK and the Knights of

the White Camellia.

The 1994 D.C. Heath and Company text added that the freedman reaction to being

set free ranged from helping "old Massa" to whipping them. Another addition was that

Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony were opposed to the 14th Amendment,

because women were not included in the amendment. The text also featured an incident

in 1868 where members of the KKK had killed 200 African-Americans over a two day

period.

Analysis

The revised texts gave more information on Reconstruction, the lives of African

Americans during Reconstruction and a more conciliatory depiction of the Southern

Reconstructionist governments. The revised texts specifically identified the Congressmen

who served while the old texts merely noted that some of them served. The

Reconstructionist governments were given somewhat more conciliatory coverage by

including some of their accomplishments; however, they were generally seen as

unproductive governments and the positive information was minimized.
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The 1990 Harcourt text noted that the Force Acts were used to curtail the power

of the KKK. This demonstrates that the federal government was needed to end acts by

this group and that the power of the KKK was indeed curtailed. The old Harcourt text

noted that the KKK lost power but the Globe texts did not. While reading the Globe texts,

the reader wondered about the totality of KKK actions.

The 1971 D.C. text noted that most freedmen were not prepared for citizenship

because they were illiterate; however, many Americans at this time were illiterate because

compulsory attendance laws did not exist. This was not a sound reason for stating that

freedmen were not ready for democracy.

The 1994 D.C. Heath text noted that the KKK had killed 200 African-Americans

over a two day period. This illustrated the tenacity of the KKK and how willing they were

to kill. The text also noted that freedmen's reaction to freedom varied while the old

version stated they generally stayed loyal to their master. This addition noted that the

freedmen as a group acted in different ways.

Post Reconstruction

The period from 1877 through the 1890s was examined in order to noted the

setbacks in the attempted to gain African-American equality after Reconstruction.

Racial Segregation

The 1968 Globe text (one paragraph) mentioned segregation laws and Jim Crow

laws which separated the races on streetcars, in railroad cars, hotels, restaurants, and
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schools. In addition, Negroes were often accused of crimes and judged guilty without a

trial, 3,000 Negroes were lynched between 1880 and 1900.

The 1968 Harcourt, Brace and World text (one paragraph) noted that Negroes and

whites used the same transportation and public services a decade after Reconstruction

ended in 1877 even though the Radial Republicans had not attempted to bring Negroes

and whites together; however, in the 1890s Southern states required separation of the

races in public areas.

The 1994 Globe text (two paragraphs) was similar to the old text, but added that

Jim Crow was a character in a song sung in shows that made fun of African-Americans

and the text omitted any mentioned of lynchings.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (three paragraphs) gave similar

information to the old text but added that an 1883 Supreme court ruling overturned the

1875 Civil Rights Act which required equal enjoyment of public placed. Beginning in

1881, Jim Crow laws were passed to separate blacks and whites and segregation spread

across Southern stated.

Plessev v. Ferguson

This information was omitted in 1968 Globe text and 1971 D.C. Heath text.

The 1968 Harcourt, Brace, and World text (one paragraph) noted that the Plessey

v. Ferguson ruling of 1896 said Negroes could be forced to ride in separate cars on

railroad trains as long as the cars were "separate but equal," without violating the 14th
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Amendment. Northerners, on the whole, had lost interest in the Negro cause and did not

protest the decision that added legal support to segregation.

The 1994 Globe text (one paragraph) noted that the Supreme Court's separate but

equal ruling insured that racial segregation would continue in the South. The text had an

excerpt from the only dissenting Supreme Court Justice in the Plessey v. Ferguson case,

John Marshall Harlan. Harlan argued that the Constitution was "color blind" and that the

law regarded all men as men, taking no account of color.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (five paragraphs) described the

ruling of the case and added background on the case, including Homer Plessey being

arrested for sitting in a whites only section of a train. Northern reaction was omitted, but

added was that the Supreme Court opened the door for racial repression in the South.

Denying the Vote

The 1968 Globe text (one paragraph) noted that one form of disenfranchisement

was the poll tax which made it difficult for African-Americans to vote because most had

little money. Grandfather clauses allowed voting only for persons whose fathers and

grandfathers had voted in 1867 which was a time when African-Americans were not

citizens and could not vote. Laws requiring persons to explain the Constitution before

being allowed to vote was added. By keeping Negroes from voting, whites soon re-gained

control of Southern stated legislatures.

The 1968 Harcourt, Brace and World text (three paragraphs) stated that beginning

in 1890 Southern states began to adopt laws that kept large numbers of Negroes from
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voting, including the poll tax and literacy test. These measures kept a large number of

poor whites from voting so grandfather clauses were passed in the South but eventually

they were ruled unconstitutional.

No information was given about denying the right to vote to African-Americans

in the 1971 D.C. Heath and Company text.

The 1994 Globe text (two paragraphs) explained the grandfather clause, poll tax,

and literacy test, but omitted any mention of the law requiring an explanation of the

Constitution.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (four paragraphs) noted that

Southern Democrats attempted to prevent blacks from voting through the poll tax,

literacy test, and grandfather clause. The 14th and 15th Amendments had become

ineffective as few blacks voted.

Analysis

The 1968 Globe text had the least amount of information about the post

Reconstruction period. The text made an unbelievable omission by leaving the Plessey v.

Ferguson out of the text although the revised text did add the decision. This Supreme

Court decision was a critical one as it gave legal approval of the practice of segregation in

the South. The text added an important fact about the 3,000 "lynchings" that took place in

the Post Reconstruction period. This information was omitted in other texts but was

invaluable in understanding the reversal of Reconstructionist gains.
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The 1990 Harcourt text gave the largest amount of information and the most

detailed information on post-Reconstructionism. The text was the only one to note that a

1883 Supreme Court Decision overruled the 1875 Civil Rights Act which like Plessey v.

Ferguson gave legal support to segregation. This text was the only one that gave

background information about Homer Plessey and the case that he took through the

courts. While reading the other texts, one wonders what the situation was that lead up to

the Supreme Court case. This text gave the relevant background information.

The Populist and Progressive Era around the Tum of the Century

The activities of African-Americans from the 1890s through World War I were

examined in this section.

African-Americans in Populist and Progressive Reform Movements

The 1968 Globe text (one paragraph) noted that the American Federation of Labor

(AFL), founded in 1886, encountered difficulties when people wouldn't join ifNegroes

were present.

The 1968 Harcourt, Brace and World text (one paragraph) omitted the AFL, but

explained that the Populist Party, a radical third-party movement, worked hard to win the

support of Negro voters.

The 1971 D.C. text added that Negroes were allowed into the Knights of Labor,

but they were largely omitted from the American Federation of Labor.
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The 1994 Globe text (one paragraph) stated that white Progressivists did not

associate with the equality cause as African-Americans had until after a bloody 1909 riot

in Springfield, Illinois. African-American leaders tried to stop lynching and ensure voting

rights. The Populist Party attempted to include sharecroppers and the Knights of Labor

included African-Americans into their union.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text noted the Populist Party and added

that the Knights of Labor had admitted black workers without discrimination. The

American Federation of Labor unions admitted blacks on equal terms only if they were

skilled laborers. Most were unskilled and excluded. By 1902, forty-three national labor

unions refused to accept blacks and only twenty-seven others had taken a small number

of black members. Black farmers formed the Colored Alliance which was an affiliate of

the Southern Farmers Alliance. An attempt to merge the North and South Farmers

Alliances failed because Southerners insisted on white and black lodges.

The 1994 D.C. Heath text noted that President Wilson presided over segregation

in the federal government and was not an ally to African-Americans.

African-American Leaders

The 1968 Globe text (two paragraphs) noted that Booker T. Washington was born

a slave, but eventually graduated from Hampton College and became a teacher.

Washington stressed learning skills needed for jobs, thus he founded Tuskegee Institute

in Alabama to teach skills in industry and farming. Washington believed that when
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African-Americans were educated and had good jobs, then they would be able to gain

equal rights.

W.E.B. DuBois opposed Washington and insisted that segregation be ended in

both North and South. He urged African-Americans to fight for equal rights and become

well educated in order to have strong leaders in their struggle for equality. DuBois, Ida

Wells-Barnett, and Mary Church Terrell were leaders who helped form the National

Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP).

The 1968 Harcourt, Brace and World text (two paragraphs) noted Washington's

work at the Tuskegee Institute and his belief in vocational education. Background

information on DuBois was given as well as four pages of Source Readings that

illustrated the disagreement between Washington and DuBois. Information added was

that DuBois moved to Ghana because of his disgust of the slow progress of race relations.

George Washington Carver's work at the Tuskegee Institute was also mentioned.

The 1994 Globe text (five paragraphs) had many additions to information about

Washington and DuBois, including a statement that Washington believed racial

segregation should be accepted because African-Americans were too poor to struggle for

equal rights. Washington brought hope to African-Americans and his ideas were accepted

by African-American and white leaders in the South. DuBois was educated at Harvard

and he taught in Georgia where he saw how racist ideas made African-Americans suffer.

Under DuBois leadership, the NAACP used knowledge of the law to fight prejudice as
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displayed by lynching and curtailing of voting rights. DuBois also supported pan

Africanism as a way to overcome common problems.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (one page) added the crusade of

Ida Wells Barnett to stop lynching. The depiction of Washington was similar to the old

text with the addition that Washington spoke out against lynching and illegal

discrimination. An addition on DuBois was that he formed the Niagara Falls group of

1905 designed to stop discrimination. The appeals and demands of the Niagara

Movement aroused many Americans, and led to the formation of the NAACP.

Analysis

The 1994 Globe text did make important additions to the old text. One addition

was that white Progressivists did not associate with the equality cause of African

Americans which was omitted in the other texts. This runs contrary to the image of the

Progressivists as a very liberal, all-encompassing group. Another addition was that the

Knights of Labor allowed African-Americans to join, thus making the connection

between African-Americans and labor unions.

The 1990 Harcourt text built on the connection between labor unions and African

Americans. The text noted that the AFL admitted skilled laborers only, thus many

African Americas were excluded. The 1994 Globe text had a more conciliatory depiction

of the AFL as an organization because the leadership wanted to accept African

Americans but existing members did not approve of this action. The text also illustrated
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the deep hatred of Southern white fanners who did not want whites and blacks to sleep in

the same lodge, thus blocking the formation of a single Fanners Alliance.

The 1968 Harcourt text had an important addition of DuBois which was omitted

in its revised version. The text noted that DuBois moved to Ghana because ofthe lack of

racial progress in the U.S.. The disillusionment of some African-Americans was thus

illustrated by this decision. It also illustrated the "Back to Africa" movement which can

also be seen through the work of Cuffe, Garnett, and the American Colonization Society.

The 1994 D.C. Heath and Company text stated that President Wilson was not an

ally of African-Americans. Wilson is generally considered one of our best presidents, yet

this depiction ran contrary to the accepted depiction of Wilson. As Loewen (1994)

pointed out, Wilson was often depicted as a hero in U.S. History texts but he rejected

many progressive reforms including women's suffrage.

Prosperity and Depression

The actions of African-Americans in the 1920s and 1930s were analyzed in this

section.

African-American Renaissance and the 1920s and 1930s

This information was omitted in the 1968 Globe text and 1971 D.C. Heath text.

The 1968 Harcourt, Brace World text (four paragraphs) noted African-Americans

increasing contributions to the music, art, and the sciences. The work of Marian

Anderson, Langston Hughes, and George Washington Carver was mentioned.
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The 1994 Globe text (six paragraphs) noted that in the 1920s, African-American

writers and artists moved to Harlem to produce novels, poems, and works of art that

reflected African experience in America. The text featured Langston Hughes who

published many novels, poems, and works of art, but had a difficult time making a living.

Jazz music swept across the country and the world with Louis Armstrong gaining lasting

fame as ajazz musician. Marcus Garvey told African-Americans to be proud of their race

and rely on themselves rather than whites. The "Back to Africa" movement started

because, according to Garvey, life would not improve in the U.S. and would only

improve if African-Americans returned to Africa. The movement fell apart when Garvey

used his organization's money dishonestly; however, the sense ofpride he generated

continues to this day.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (two pages) added to the 1968 text

by mentioning Alain Locke and his work The New Negro which encouraged blacks to be

proud of their heritage and assert to themselves which could be done economically by

developing a separate economy. The Harlem Renaissance was inspired by the "New

Negro" and the revised texts added the work of people like Richard Wright, W.C. Handy,

Jelly Roll Martin, Duke Ellington, Claude McKay, and Countee Cullen. The depiction of

Garvey was similar to the 1994 Globe text with the addition that most black leaders

opposed Garvey's ideas as escapist and supported winning rights in America. The

NAACP had successful lawsuits to gain equal rights and in 1928 Oscar de Priest became

the first black Congressman elected in twenty-eight years. The New Deal provided blacks
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with relief and employment even though two thirds of the blacks in American Industry

had lost their jobs.

Great Migration

The 1968 Globe text (two paragraphs) mentioned the migration of African

Americans from the rural South to Northern cities, but does not gave the specific name of

"The Great Migration." The old text explained that because ofpoor education, Negroes

were given the hardest jobs with the lowest pay, but as time went on many Negroes got

better training and better jobs than the sharecropper jobs they left in the South.

The 1968 Harcourt, Brace and World text (two paragraphs) noted that Southern

blacks moved to the industrialized North. The numbers ofNegroes in industry almost

doubled and the number in clerical and civil service jobs more than doubled. Negro

leaders noted these limited advances which demonstrated what American Negroes could

accomplish if given the opportunity.

The 1971 D.C. text omitted this topic.

The 1994 Globe text (one paragraph) noted that many African-Americans moved

from the rural South to the industrialized Northern cities but omitted much of the specific

information.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (four paragraphs) gave the same

information as the old text, but added that World War I had increased migration with its

demand for industrial workers.

Opposition to African-Americans
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The 1968 Globe text (two paragraphs) stated that many whites in the North kept

apart from Negroes because of their different skin. Reappearance of the Ku Klux Klan

(KKK) in the South, Midwest, and West via secret meetings with burning crosses and

people in white sheets was mentioned. The text examined the loss of KKK power at the

ended of the 1920s due to Klan members embezzling money.

The 1968 Harcourt, Brace and World text (two paragraphs) mentioned the rise of

the KKK in the North and South as well as the race riots that ensued after Northern wage

eamers objected to Negroes moving into jobs in the North. Northern Negroes faced

discrimination in employment, housing and social life.

The 1971 D.C. Heath and Company text added the 1917 race riots in East Saint

Louis in which 40 Negroes were killed. The same year 13 Negro soldiers were hung for

murder after striking back and killing 17 whites in Houston. The retaliation was due to

discrimination against the African-American draftees which created inflamed feelings,

especially in the South.

The 1994 Globe text (two paragraphs) noted that African-Americans moved from

the rural South to Northern cities to work in factories, and added that white workers

objected and race riots ensued. The KKK regained strength in the South, and gained

popularity among Protestants in the Midwest and West. The KKK opposed African

Americans, Catholics, Jews, and immigrants, and was committed to driving these groups

out of their homes and jobs.
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The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich (six paragraphs) gave similar

information on the KKK and the riots, but added more specific information about the

riots. A postwar depression and increased competition over jobs had increased tension

between blacks and whites leading to the riots of 1919. The riots generally began when

blacks retaliated against a discriminatory act and led to blacks following leaders who

believed in defending themselves when the law failed to did so.

Analysis

The revised texts gave considerably more information on African-Americans

during the 1920s and 1930s. The 1990 Harcourt text added the concept of the "New

Negro" which encouraged African-American self-sufficiency and pride. The "New

Negro" concept was the prerequisite for the renaissance period yet this was omitted in

other texts and the reader wondered how and why the renaissance period started.

The 1990 Harcourt text noted that Garvey was opposed by many African

American leaders which showed diversity in African-American thought. Other texts had

illustrated one view of African-American leaders on issues, presenting ideas from

Frederick Douglass but not Henry Highland Garnett, or Jesse Jackson but not Louis

Farrakhan. This dual perspective on Garvey illustrated that diverse views were held by

African-Americans.

This text also added the riots of 1919 over increased competition for jobs. The

riots began when blacks retaliated against a discriminatory act which could be compared
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to recent times with the beating of Rodney King. The 1971 D.C. Heath and Company text

added more of the race riots including the 1917 in East St. Louis and the Houston riots

where blacks retaliated against discriminatory acts. Again, these early 20th Century riots

could be compared to later riots of the 1960s.

The 1990 Harcourt text added that the New Deal provided help for African

American but two thirds of the African-Americans in American industry lost their jobs.

Some insight of the lives of African-Americans was thus given. While all Americans

faced difficult times during the Depression, African-Americans were confronted with

both discrimination and a severe unemployment problem with a higher percentage of

unemployed people than other racial groups.

Civil Rights Movement

The Civil Rights Movement, its most prominent leaders, and the important federal

decisions concerning civil rights during the period between the 1950s and 1970s were

examined.

Post World War II Segregation

The 1968 Globe text (one paragraph) conceded that Negroes could not eat, travel,

or live where they wanted. Negroes had problems greater than any other minority group

during the period after World War II, which Negro leaders brought to the attention of the

nation.
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The 1968 Harcourt Brace and World text (one paragraph) noted that Negroes had

made marked increases in the first fifty years of the 1900s. Yet Negroes were still

handicapped by problems by the end of World War II.

The 1994 Globe text (two paragraphs) addressed segregation by noting that Jackie

Robinson made an important step towards equality by becoming the first African

American to break the color barrier by playing major league baseball; however, while

playing in Southern cities, Robinson had to follow the segregation laws of the South.

White Southerners continued to keep African-Americans from voting by poll taxes,

grandfather clauses, literacy tests, and threats of violence.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (two paragraphs) noted that

returning black soldiers were disappointed by their continuing treatment as second-class

citizens. Some blacks had achieved success, but most faced discrimination. The text

added that President Truman did order an end to discrimination in the armed forces and

government.

The 1994 D.C. Heath and Company text described the murder of Emmit Till and

added the observation that World War II created more militancy in the Civil Rights

movement due to African-American's role in the war.

Brown v. Topeka Board of Education

The 1968 Globe text (one paragraph) recognized the 1954 Supreme Court case

ending segregation in schools, but it does not specify the court case. There had been
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varying degrees to which desegregation had occurred, federal troops were used to open

all white schools in Arkansas and Mississippi.

The 1968 Harcourt, Brace and World text ( two paragraphs) noted that the court

unanimously passed this decision that overturned Plessey v. Ferguson. The court

instructed several districts to "make a prompt and reasonable started toward full

compliance" and that local school authorities were given the mandate to desegregate

public schools.

The 1994 Globe text (two paragraphs) noted Linda Brown was an African

American who had to be bussed to a far away school, because the nearby school accepted

only whites. Linda's father thought that this was unfair and with the help of the NAACP

they sued for the school board of Topeka, Kansas. Omitted was that there had been

varying degrees of school desegregation.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (two paragraphs) provided a

similar account to the 1968 text.

The 1994 D.C. Heath and Company texts added that the border stated attempted

to desegregate but the Deep South states did not. The Declaration of Constitutional

Principles, signed by 100 Southern Congressman attested to the opposition of school

segregation.

Rosa Parks

The 1968 Globe text (one paragraph) stated that Mrs. Parks was told by the bus

driver to take a seat in the rear of the she refused and arrested. After this incident, the
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Montgomery bus boycott started led by Martin Luther King Jr. and within a year the

buses were desegregated.

The 1968 Harcourt, Brace and World text omitted this section.

The 1994 Globe text and he 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (two

paragraphs) gave similar details to 1968 Globe text.

Martin Luther King Jr.

The 1968 Globe text stated that King was a leader in the Southern Christian

Leadership Council (SCLC) and the Montgomery Bus boycott. Dr. King believed that use

of force should not be used to win freedom. Dr. King won the Nobel Peace Prize in 1964

for his acts in obtaining civil rights; however, he was assassinated in 1968. The 1963

March on Washington was also mentioned as a peaceful march that showed the nation

that whites and Negroes were unhappy with the rate of change taking place. The Selma

march for voting rights in 1965 was also mentioned.

The 1968 Harcourt, Brace and World text (one paragraph) noted that King won

the Nobel Peace Prize as the first person in the Western world to had shown the U.S. that

a struggle can be waged without violence. The entire "1 Have a Dream" speech was given

as a source reading, but all other information on King was omitted.

The 1994 Globe text (six paragraphs) added that King was the leader of the

Montgomery bus boycott and the Selma march. Dr. King also formed the SCLC which

many ministers joined. Ministers were often leaders of the African-American community

as religion and community centers had traditionally been the center of African-American
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community life. Dr. King also led the marches to end segregation in Birmingham,

Alabama, which shocked television viewers who saw women, children, and students

attacked by police and their dogs. As a result, Americans of all backgrounds spoke out for

civil rights.

King was born and raised in Atlanta and became a minister at the age of 26. Ten

years later he received the Nobel Peace Prize for his work in the civil rights movement.

The purpose of the 1963 March on Washington, which was attended by over 200,000

Americans, was to protest racial injustice and celebrate the 100th anniversary of the

Emancipation Proclamation.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (six paragraphs) added to the old

text by noting his leadership in Montgomery Boycott, SCLC, and 1965 Selma march.

Also, the assassination of King was a reminder of the Kerner Commission's finding that

the U.S. was moving towards two societies, one white and one black.

CORE and SNCC

The 1968 Globe text (one paragraph) omitted SNCC, but illustrated that CORE

was formed to fight for equal rights.

The 1968 Harcourt, Brace and World text (two paragraphs) noted that CORE

argued against segregation in housing as well in busing through "Freedom Rides,"

defined as small groups of Negroes and whites challenging segregation through

nonviolence. Sit-in demonstrators were identified but not connected to the CORE

movement and SNCC was omitted.
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The 1971 D.C. Heath and Company text omitted both CORE and SNCC.

The 1994 Globe text (two paragraphs) added that under the leadership of James

Farmer, young people formed the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE). Its members

traveled through the South on freedom rides to end segregation on interstate buses in the

1960s. The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) fought segregation

through registering citizens to vote and sit-ins where African-Americans would sit at an

all-white lunch counter and refuse to leave, often being carried out by police. Another

addition was that in 1964, three SNCC members, two whites and one black, were

murdered in Mississippi.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich omitted CORE and SNCC, but noted

the importance of sit-ins and freedom rides.

Black Power

Omitted in both of the 1968 texts

The 1994 Globe text (two paragraphs) noted that by the late 1960s, some CORE

and SNCC leaders popularized the idea of black power, defined as self-determination, or

the ability to make ones own economic and political decisions. The author asked the

reader to make a correlation between black power and the ideas of Marcus Garvey.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (two paragraphs) noted that black

power meant black self-determination politically, educationally, economically, and

socially. Moderates like Roy Wilkens and Dr. King shared many of the black power

objectives but rejected their tactics.
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Black Separatism

This information was omitted in the 1968 Globe text.

The 1968 Harcourt, Brace and World had a source reading from a Malcolm X

speech in which he rejected nonviolence. Malcolm X started life as a hoodlum and was

often referred to as "the angriest Negro in America" before he was assassinated in 1965.

The 1971 D.C. Heath and Company text included the work of the Black Panthers

and Black Muslims toward self-segregation and autonomy.

The 1994 Globe text (two paragraphs) noted that some groups such as black

Muslims and Black Panthers preached black separatism defined as living in separate

communities, away from white Americans. Black Muslim leaders like Elijiah

Muharrunad and Malcolm X believed in the Islamic faith while Black Panther leaders

Eldridge Cleaver and Huey Newton believed in revolution.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (two paragraphs) also included

Malcolm X and his belief in separation of the races until he gave up his rigid thinking

shortly before his death. The Black Panther Party and its leaders were mentioned as

advocating immediate confrontation with the white power structure.

Riots

The rioters in the 1968 Globe text (one paragraph) were mentioned as young

Negroes who burned homes, looted stores, and shot at police. Federal troops were killed

and many people died tragically, largely Negroes. The moral of the riots was that urban

problems had become too big and many people could not live with them.
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Omitted in 1968 Harcourt, Brace and World text.

The 1971 D.C. Heath and Company text added that 34 people had died and added

the names of more cities where the rioting occurred.

The 1994 Globe text (one paragraph) asserted that many white Americans blamed

urban race riots that occurred between 1964 and 1967 on black power; however, these

riots broke out due to poverty and discrimination and most African-Americans realized

that rioting would not help their situation.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (three paragraphs) noted that 34

people were killed in Watts with $35 million worth of damage in 1965. Riots in the next

two years in other cities eliminated any optimism of improving race riots. Many blamed

the new black militants for the riots, but unemployment and violence were more

important causal factors.

The 1994 D.C. text added that race problems had come to the North and were not

just a Southern problem after the riots.

Federal Government and Civil Rights

The 1968 Globe text (two paragraphs) noted that Robert Weaver, a Negro, had

been appointed to Housing and Urban Development and Transportation. Congress had

passed a series of civil rights acts due to the civil rights movement. The federal

government outlawed all barriers to voting and passed the Civil Rights Act of 1964 that

outlawed racial segregation in employment and education, and public places. The 1965
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Voting Rights Act helped remove difficulties Negroes had in voting, especially in the

South.

The 1968 Harcourt, Brace and World text (six paragraphs) mentioned the Civil

Rights Act of 1964 and Voting Rights Act of 1965 and provided the specific provisions

of these laws. The text noted the 1957 bill passed by Congress that attempted to secure

voting rights for Negroes and the 1960 Civil Rights Act was given with its specific

provisions. The text claimed that Negroes made advances in voter registration due to

theses two laws.

The 1994 Globe text (three paragraphs) stated that in addition to ruling on school

segregation, the Supreme Court ruled in 1946 that a Virginia law requiring state

segregation on interstate buses was illegal. In the 1940s, The Supreme Court ruled that

people could not discriminate when it came to the sale of property. The Civil Rights Act

of 1964 and The Civil Rights Act of 1968 outlawed racial bias in the sale or rent of most

of the nation's housing. One major omission in this text was the Voting Rights Act of

1965.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (five paragraphs) included the

Civil Rights Act of 1957,1960, 1964 and 1968 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965. In

addition the text cited the 1969 Supreme Court ruling to end segregation in schools "at

once." The text omitted the Supreme Court cases in the 1940s which outlawed

discrimination when it came to the sale of property.
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Analysis

The revised text stressed that Dr. King was the leader of the various boycotts and

marches. The old text noted these marches and demonstrations but did not necessarily

connect them with Dr. King. The revised texts illustrated that King was the main leader

of the Civil Rights movement and was the central figure. The 1968 Harcourt text was

especially poor in this area as Dr. King was barely mentioned except for a Source

Reading. This text marginalized King's role in the Civil Rights movement by not

showing King's leadership role.

The Harcourt texts stated that it was up to local school authorities to implement

desegregation in the school which was an important omission in the Globe texts. School

policy had traditionally been debated at the local, state, and federal level but this authority

to desegregate was left to local authorities. The authority to desegregate was an important

issue on school segregation as some local authorities took their time in desegregating.

The 1994 D.C. Heath and Company text added to the local authority idea by stating that

most deep South states did not try to desegregate schools after the Brown decision.

CORE and SNCC were almost omitted in the old texts although they were

important factors in the Civil Rights movement and later in the Black Power movement,

another omission in the 1968 texts. Since the Black Power movement began around 1968,

that omission was excusable, but CORE and SNCC were formed well before 1968 and

should not have been excluded from the old texts. The 1990 Harcourt text added that the
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objectives were supported by moderates like Dr. King which gave a more conciliatory

depiction of Black Power than what had been represented in the popular media.

Black Separatists were not given a positive or even objective depiction in the

texts. The 1968 Harcourt text noted that Malcolm X started life as a hoodlum and its

revised text noted his "rigid racist past." The Black Panthers were mentioned in the

revised test, but not in the old texts which might relate to the late formation of the Black

Panther Party.

The revised texts noted how many people died in the Watts riot along with the

1971 D.C. Heath text. This addition was important in that it noted that most of the people

who died in the riots were African-Americans. All the texts blamed the riots on urban

problems and not on the African-American rioters themselves, thus giving a nod to the

issues which were the source of frustration leading to the riots.

Contemporary Issues for African-Americans

This section addressed issues that African-Americans were concerned with in the

period between the 1970s through the present.

Affirmative Action

The 1994 Globe text (two paragraphs) stated that President Reagan opposed

affirmative action to help African-Americans in areas ofjobs, education, and housing.

The Supreme Court also had to rule on affirmative action, defined as programs that help

victims ofpast injustices, especially in employment fields where they were discriminated
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against in the past. The Supreme Court had set up guidelines for affirmative action

programs in recent years.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (three paragraphs) also noted

Reagan's work and specific Supreme Court affirmative action cases, such as the Allan

Bakke case. Affirmative action programs were described as giving preference to black

candidates even though their qualifications were no better than white candidates. The text

explained that schools and businesses had begun to oppose this.

Political Power

The 1994 Globe text (two paragraphs) noted that through the civil rights

movement, African-Americans led the way towards equality for all Americans. African

Americans had gained political power as they increased the number of African

Americans who vote. Major cities had elected African-American mayors, hundreds of

African-Americans were members of stated legislatures, and many had been members of

Congress. In 1984 and 1988, Jesse Jackson was a serious candidate for president and in

the late 1980s, Ron Brown became head of the Democratic party and Colin Powell

became chairman of Joint Chief of Staffs. Clarence Thomas succeeded Thurgood

Marshall after a bitter hearing that involved charges of sexual harassment. Charlayne

Hunter-Gault, who was active in the civil rights movement, has become a prominent

television journalist.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich text (five paragraphs) also noted

increased numbers of black Congressmen and mayors and the appointment of Thurgood
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Marshall. Blacks helped elect President Carter who later appointed Andrew Young and

Patricia Harris to cabinet positions. The 1984 and 1988 Presidential campaigns of Jesse

Jackson were also noted.

Education. Employment. and Continued Discrimination

The 1994 Globe text (two paragraphs) noted that African-Americans had made

great progress in education which was regarded as the most important factor today in

aiding African-Americans to succeed. One-third of the African-American population had

now completed high school which was three times as many as in 1960. Through

education and active participation among African-Americans, the discrimination barriers

weakened through each passing year; however, continued discrimination was exemplified

by the beating of Rodney King which was described in the text as well as the subsequent

riots. Most blacks deplored the violence, but white America realized how deeply African

Americans felt about securing justice.

The 1990 Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich (two paragraphs) omitted education of

blacks but added that during the Reagan years the poverty rate for blacks rose to 35.7%

and unemployment rate for blacks rose to 16.7% after his first term. The Reagan budget

cuts hurt many blacks who relied on programs such as welfare, Medicare, Medicaid, and

food stamps.

The 1994 D.C. Heath text added that the economic conditions of African

American had improved due to the general improvement in the U.S. economy but not

because of a redistribution of wealth. Single African-American women headed half of
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African-Americans homes with the majority of these households relying on welfare to

feed their children. African-Americans averaged one less year of schooling than whites

and were half as likely to earn a college degree. Many whites moved to the suburbs in

recent years which had led to re-segregation in many areas.

Analysis

The definition of affirmative action was harsher in the 1990 Harcourt text as

minorities were almost given jobs by this definition. The 1994 Globe text stated that

minorities were victims and the jobs they recieved were in job fields that they had been

discriminated against in the past. This definition was more conciliatory to the plight of

African-Americans and less antagonistic than the Harcourt definition.

The 1990 Harcourt omission of education of African-Americans in noteworthy.

The 1994 Globe text stated that education was the most important factor to aiding

African-American success, a belief accepted by many historical figures black leaders. The

Globe text noted the improvement of the education of African-Americans, but the

Harcourt text omitted this important category.

The texts highlighted the presidency of Ronald Reagan as a detriment to African

Americans. Despite being one of our most popular presidents, Reagan cut many projects

that helped African-Americans and he opposed affirmative action.

The 1994 D.C. Heath and Company text added information on the status of single

African-American women as over half of them head the household. Without two incomes
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in the household, many of these women turned to welfare. However, the text omitted that

most women on welfare were white mothers and not black. This omission may perpetuate

a stereotype in U.S. society.



CHAPTER V

Conclusions and Recommendations

The purpose of this study was to compare the depiction of African-Americans in

U.S. History textbooks in the years 1968-1971 with revised textbooks published between

1990-1995. The study was designed to examine how these depiction changed as older

texts were revised. Important historical events were also analyzed and evaluated in terms

ofthe adequacy ofthe information pertaining to African-Americans.

Conclusions

As a result of this study, the author concluded that the revised U.S. history texts

quantitatively had more information pertaining to African-Americans yet were still

inadequate. The information tended to be more sympathetic toward the plight of African-

Americans in the revised texts. For example, in the revised texts the information

pertaining to the institution of slavery was less sympathetic to owners and overseers. The

revised texts were more likely to examine controversial issues as well

The old texts had numerous omissions and inadequate information in the

depiction of African-Americans in U.S. History. Slavery was not covered adequately by

the old texts due to inadequate information, especially information on the economics
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behind the slave trade, the culture of the African-American slaves and their resistance to

slavery. Neither of the 1968 texts examined why slavery was needed in the South until

after the expansion of the "Cotton Kingdom" and thus one wondered why the institution

ofslavery was so prevalent in the South. Though the old texts presented information on

plantation life and slave culture, the information was insufficient because it did not detail

the day to day life of African-American slaves. The old textspresented only a limited

number of African-American leaders who actively opposed slavery as weIl as limited

information on Black resistance to slavery. The 1968 Harcourt text emphasized the work

ofabolitionists and nearly ignored the effort of African-American resistance to slavery.

The contributions offree African-Americans before the Civil War were ignored in

the old texts except for Crispus Attucks and BeIljamin Bamleker who were included in

the 1968 Globe text. The trend of omitting individual accomplishments of African-

Americans continued in the material after the Civil War in the old texts. The depiction of

African-American soldiers in the Revolutionary War, The War of 1812, and The Civil

War was reduced to the number of soldiers who served and important battles in which

"these soldiers fought. No information was given on conditions these African-American

soldiers faced while serving.

Adequate information was given about the Reconstruction period in the United

States, but there was inadequate information about the African-American struggle for

citizenship during this period. Accomplishments of the Radical Republicans and the

Reconstructionist Governments seemed to indicate that African-Americans as a whole
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gained political rights; however, the reader wondered if African-Americans gained

equality socially and economically. Nothing was said concerning how the lives of the

average African-American changed during the Reconstruction period or how they reacted

to emancipation.

The presentation of the Post Reconstruction period was also inadequate due in

part to the inadequate material presented for the Reconstruction period. The old texts

indicated that African-Americans lost some of the political and social rights that they had

attained through the reform of the Radical Republicans. The problem again was that the

plight of the average African-American was not known. One wonders if the plight of the

average African-American was different in the Pre Reconstruction, Reconstruction, and

Post Reconstruction period. A major problem in the 1968 Globe text was the omission of

any mention of the Plessey v. Ferguson case.

A gap appeared in the old texts between the Post-Reconstruction period and the

Civil Rights movement indicating that the struggle for African-American equality

diminished. African-Americans during the Populist and Progressive Era were nearly

ignored except for W.E.B. DuBuois and Booker T. Washington. Information about

African-American in the I920s and 1930s focused more on opposition to African-

Americans through the KKK and riots than on the African-American themselves. By the

time the 1950s were covered, the reader wondered what had happened to African-

American in the first half of the century. No correlation to the continued attempts for

African-Americans to gain equality was made.
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The poor correlation between the 1950s Civil Rights movement and earlier

attempts for equality preceded an equally poor attempt to cover the Civil Rights

movement. Though Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. was covered in the old texts, his

leadership role was not emphasized. Black Power, Black Separatism, and SNCC were

omitted in the 1968 Globe text and the riots and Black Power were omitted in the 1968

Harcourt text. The reader wondered what the goals of the Civil Rights movement were,

who were the leaders of the movement, and what obstacles had to be overcame. More

detail was needed on the division between militant leaders versus the non-violent leaders

as well as what barriers these civil rights advocates faced.

The revised texts attempted to correct many of the problems of the old text. The

1994 Globe text outlined the Southern economy thus illustrating the economics behind

the slave trade. This text also has more information on the everyday lives and the culture

of African-American slaves. The revised texts gave more information about African

American leaders who resisted slavery and the 1994 Globe text did a better job in

describing how slaves resisted slavery.

The revised texts accentuated the lives of some free African-Americans before the

Civil War. The revised texts attempted to correct the problem ofomitting the lives of

African-American soldiers in U.S. wars by stating that these soldiers faced discrimination

while serving in the armed forces. Further information on the lives offree African

Americans in both the North and South was added to illustrate the discrimination many of

these people faced.
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The Reconstruction period was covered in more detail in the revised texts. The

1994 Globe text illustrated how the freedmen were doing economically by adding

information that most became sharecroppers and did not improve economically. This text

attempted to connect the present with the past by stating that the reversal of progress

during the Reconstruction period was felt to this day and that the struggle for equality

continues. The 1994 D.C. Heath text added that the reactions of the freedmen to their

masters varied thus giving some indication ofhow African-Americans felt after

emancipation.

The improved description of the Reconstruction period helped the reader

understand the Post-Reconstruction period. However, the information about the Post

Reconstruction period was similar in both the old and revised texts and very little was

added. The 1994 Globe text added the Plessey v. Ferguson case which was omitted in the

earlier texts.

The revised texts gave information on African-Americans in the first half of the

20th Century. Information on African-Americans in labor unions and race riots indicated

. the continuing struggle for equality in the Populist and Progressive Era. The revised texts

also gave considerable information on the Harlem Renaissance and the importance of this

movement for the country. Thus the revised texts gave a prelude to the 1950s Civil Rights

movement by giving information on the efforts of African-Americans in the early 20th

Century.
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The Civil Rights movement was also covered in more detail in the revised texts.

Dr. King was illustrated as the leader of the Civil Rights movement, but information on

militant leaders including Malcolm X was also given. Civil Rights organizations like

SNCC and CORE were included which provided more depth to the goals of the Civil

Rights workers. The 1994 Globe text also noted that people who participated in "sit-ins"

were often beaten by the police, thus illustrating barriers to the Civil Rights movement.

The revised texts described other barriers like poverty and discrimination which were

.mentioned as causes of race riots of the 1960s.

Despite the revisions of the texts, many problems remain. The textbooks made no

real connection between past and present problems. The 19th Century struggle against

slavery was not related to the 20th Century struggle for equal rights. The 1994 Globe text

attempted to make some of these connections but was still inadequate.

The lives ofAfrican-Americans before they were exported to the new world was

omitted in most of the textbooks. This information must be included in order for a student

to understand what the conditions were like for the African who were deported. The

slavery that existed in Africa should be examined to understand similarities and

differences with the slavery that existed in the new world. Further, the history of African-

Americans is incomplete if the African culture is not examined. Just as the European

experiences of those British settlers in the new world are examined in contemporary texts,

so must the African experience of African-Americans be examined in order to complete

their history.
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The brutality of the opposition to African-Americans and African-American rights

needed more emphasis. The 1994 D.C. Heath text illustrated an incident when the Ku

Klux Klan went on a killing spree and killed 200 African-Americans. The revised texts

also discussed race riots. However, the totality of opposition faced by African-Americans

in their struggle for freedom and inequality was not clearly explained by these textbooks.

The diversity of African-American thought and leadership still needs to be

developed. The media today often presents the view of one African-American leader, like

Jesse Jackson, and makes him or her the spokesperson for the whole African-American

community. The textbooks did this by emphasizing Frederick Douglass and Dr. Martin

Luther King Jr. Although other leaders were discussed, these "others" were presented as

though they were "on the fringe" and not very important. Most of these other leaders

were the more militant leaders and their ideas were not explained adequately.

The contributions of individual African-Americans needed to be integrated into

the textbook better. Some African-American contributors were analyzed in the revised

texts, but they were often in special sections in the text and were thus marginalized from

the text. The individual African-Americans were often politicians or entertainers;

inventors and other heroes from other fields need to be added.

The status of African-Americans before the 1950s Civil Rights movement should

be examined in greater detail. Despite revisions in the texts, there seemed to be a gap in

the history of African-Americans between the Post-Reconstruction period and the Civil

Rights movement. Information on the continuing struggle for equality in the early 20th
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Century was needed in order for the reader to understand the opposition that was faced by

African-Americans. Further, the status of African-Americans in the 1940s and 1950s

should be examined more thoroughly in order to understand the opposition faced by the

Civil Rights movement.

The last area of needed change is the status of the average African-American

throughout history. The reader wondered how the individual African-American was

doing economically and socially throughout history. Political reform pertaining to

African-American as a whole group were discussed, but not the status of individual

African-Americans.

The 1995 Scott, Foresman, and Company text entitled American voices was also

examined because it was identified by a company representative as being especially good

for multicultural content. The text did have more content dedicated to African-Americans

and this solved some of the problems identified in the other texts. The brutality of the

opposition to African-Americans was illustrated throughout the text including the

lynching of African-Am!'lricans during the Depression years. In 1933, 24 African-

'Americans were lynched as President Hoover rejected appeals for federal anti-lynching

laws. The Scottsboro case was mentioned as an example of how accusations ofa white

woman against African-Americans were generally not dismissed despite lack of evidence.

The numbers of African-Americans that were killed in the 1960s race riots was also

added in this text.
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The author discussed life in Africa before Africans were deported to the U.S. and

forced into slavery. West Africa, south of the Sahara, was the land were most Africans

that would become American slaves were located. Before the arrival of Europeans, the

kingdoms ofGhana, Mali, and Songhai, had ruled this area. These kingdoms controlled a

lucrative trade with the Muslims that included gold, ivory, and slaves for Muslim dates

and silk. Slavery was part of these West African societies, but was different from the

slavery that would develop in America. African slavery did not completely destroy the

legal and economic rights of slaves who could marry and become citizens. The slave

trade to American plantations had a severe effect on African society as opposed to earlier

slave trade with Europe and the Muslim world. This information was important because it

was the only text that noted the difference ofslavery in the US as opposed to slavery in

other areas of the world.

The diversity of African-American leadership was exemplified by the inclusion of

the information on Henry Highland Garrett and Malcolm X. Their inclusion illustrated an

attempt to address controversial issues and cover the more militant African-American

. leaders. African-American leaders and inventors were also added including Garrett A.

Morgan, the scientist, credited with inventing the gas mask.

The 1995 Scott, Foresman, and Company text also added the work of A. Phillip

Randolph who was depicted in some ofthe texts but this text mentioned him as an

important figure as early as 1941. Randolph headed the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car

Porters and marched to end discrimination in the war industries. As a result of gaining job
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opportunities for African-Americans, more than one million African-Americans moved to

Detroit to work in Chrysler and Ford companies. It is important to note the breakdown of

discrimination in war industries as a precursor to ending discrimination in other areas of

society during the 1950s and 1960s. The text illustrated that activism for civil rights was

continuing and did not just begin with Rosa Parks and Dr. King.

Recommendations

The three revised texts and the Scott, Foresman, and Company text all had areas

of strengths in their depiction of African-Americans in U.S. history. The 1994 Globe text

did an adequate job of illustrating the economics of the slave trade through comparing

and contrasting the Southern and Northern economies in the 17th and 18th century. The

institution ofslavery was well explained through information about the work done by

both house slaves and field slaves. The African-American slave revolts, along with the

harsher slave codes after these revolts, were examined the best in this text.

The 1990 Harcourt text gave a sound account of the discrimination faced by free

African-Americans before the Civil War in both military and civilian life. The activities

of the Ku Klux Klan and other white supremacy groups were covered in detail. Another

strength of the text was the information on Homer Plessey and other Supreme Court cases

during the post-Reconstruction period. The text did an adequate job ofanalyzing the

relationship between labor unions and African-Americans through its discussion of the
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American Federation ofLabor and Farmers Alliance. The information on the 1920s was

strengthened by the inclusion of Marcus Garvey and the race riots.

The 1994 D.C. Heath text did a good job of analyzing the deportation of African-

Americans and the slave trade. The economics of "King Cotton" and the subsequent need

for inexpensive labor were explained thoroughly. The text noted the prejudice of a

specific group (Irish-Americans) against African-Americans and at least recognized

possible sexual relations between master and slave although it did not suggest that rapes

occurred. The best depiction of the freedmen's reaction to freedom was given in this text

as well as recent economic conditions of African-Americans.

The 1995 Scott, Foresman text presented the most detail about African society

and the lives of Africans before they were deported to the U.S. The information on

Reconstruction was adequate and information on the Union League was added in this

section. The text detailed the entertainers associated with the Harlem Renaissance and

noted the importance ofthis movement. The 1930s were represented well with the

addition of the lynching of African-Americans during the Depression years and an

analysis of the New Deal as it pertained to African-Americans. This text did the best job

in setting the scene for the 1950s Civil Rights movement by noting the work of A. Phillip

Randolph and the most thorough coverage of the Civil Rights movement was given in

this text.

It was difficult for the author to choose one textbook that was the best due to the

different areas of strengths and weaknesses in each text. Of the four texts, the author
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would recommend the 1995 Scott, Foresman text as the best textbook in its depiction of

African-Americans. In addition to the areas of strength that were just mentioned, this text

attempted to make a connection between past events and present problems. The text noted

that the discrimination of African-Americans in the Post Reconstruction period has

continued and has spilled into every aspect of our life and culture. The text attempted to

make a connection between the struggle for women's rights and equality for African

Americans which has been a constant throughout U.S. History. Quantitatively this text

had the most information about African-Americans including contributors like Garrett A.

Morgan. Another positive of this book was that possible solutions to contemporary

problems faced by African-Americans were presented.

Even the Scott, Foresman text did not adequately analyze the history of African

Americans. The text was better when describing events after the Civil War than before it.

The 1994 Globe or D.C. Heath text had better information on the period before the Civil

War and would be a more effective text for this time period. Even with a combination of

these textbooks, more supportive material would be needed.

The connection between past events and present problems were not made

concrete. The textbooks hint at these connections, but do not explicitly make the

connection. The connection between the race riots of the 1920s, 1960s and 1990s could

be made but were not. The knowledge needed to make the connection was mentioned to

some degree in the textbook, thus the instructor could make the connection during

classroom instruction.
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The need for more information on the lives of African-Americans was present in

all the textbooks. A huge gap was present from the end of the Reconstruction period until

the Harlem Renaissance. The history of African-Americans was almost omitted in this

nearly half century of U.S. History. A wide range of supporting material is needed to

bridge this gap in U.S. History.

None of the texts gave a good account ofwhat the lives of an average African-

American was like throughout U.S. history. The lives of historically important African-

Americans and political events relating to African-Americans were presented but it is

appropriate to ask what the life of average African-American was like. Supporting

material like slave diaries could be added or material that involved one African-American

family and analyzed them from their deportation from Africa to today is needed.

The analysis of each textbook reflected what the author thought was important in

U.S. history. Topics and categories that were added or omitted in this study reflect what

the author deemed important. Despite these parameters, the objective of comparing and

revised textbooks was accomplished. The author believes that improvements on the

.information presented in these textbooks are needed through supplementary material. I
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